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Summary
In 2018, political subculture scholar Rebecca Lewis claimed that YouTube had become a far-right
propaganda machine due to the practices of a group of micro-celebrities known as the Alternative
Influence Network (Lewis, 2018). This extreme political content, moreover, was thought to be
amplified by YouTube’s Recommendation Systems (Ribeiro et al., 2019). The journalists
Tokmetzis et al. (2019a) similarly showed a turn to reactionary and far-right figures around 2016.
Following these critiques YouTube toughened its regulations for extreme political channels and
tweaked its algorithm (Alexander, 2019). However, political scientists Munger and Phillips (2019)
questioned YouTube’s far-right bias, arguing that its supply fitted a pre-existing demand: YouTube
is just a platform for oppositional ideological communities.
Tokmetzis et al. (2019b) classified around 1.500 political channels as reactionary and progressive.
Preliminary analysis of their data revealed that audiences commenting on reactionary channels also
commented on the progressive channel The Young Turks from 2010 till 2016. This thesis
systematically investigated three million comments of these Oppositional Audiences, begging the
question: How did Oppositional Audiences engage with progressive content?
The findings show that in the run up to the 2016 U.S. elections The Young Turks emerged as
ground in an online culture war in which reactionary audiences increasingly debated, mocked, and
ridiculed progressive ‘identity politics’ and ‘political correctness’ in its comments sections.
Hatewatching progressive content and trolling in the comments sections was an essential part of
the political practice within YouTube’s alternative community. In the midst of this culture war, the
topic of Islam became especially prevalent and many audiences unsubscribed from the channel.
Revealing the power of conflict on YouTube during the 2016 elections, the run up to the 2020
U.S. presidential elections can be expected to create a new ground for war in which YouTube’s
alternative community will (re)assemble itself. Hence, these elections seem to provide an excellent
opportunity to expand scientifically responsible understanding of YouTube’s alternative
community hosting opposite ideological communities.
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Prelude: Gone Native
Over the past two years I have had the pleasure of working with many passionate academics at the
New Media and Digital Culture program who taught me the potential of using the web (2.0) to
enrich cultural and political research praxis. Near the end of my studies the practice of netnography
caught my eye – a research ethos that, beyond the value of web data, philosophizes that online
research should concentrate on the active investigation of matters cultural, i.e. to investigate, immerse,
and participate (Kozinets 2020, p. 391). This thesis presents a first step: making sense by
investigating the strange world of radical political culture on YouTube. YouTube became infamous
after a group of Alternative Influencers – often theorized as a collective ‘selling’ far-right ideology –
attracted millions of viewers. As I imagine with many humanities projects, the reason for choosing
this object of study was because it deeply affected me personally. For this reason, I was drawn to
what Robert Kozinets claimed about this kind of research: beyond all the analytical rigor academia
requires, the power of the humanities lies in “making us care about [the topics] and the real people
populating and affected by it” (Kozinets 2020, p. 412). In line with my own background in
philosophy and one of my favorite philosophers Søren Kierkegaard, I feel that understanding
Truth is in the end a subjective process. As this thesis hereafter presents an ‘objective’ rigorous
investigation, here and now I present my personal immersion in radical politics on YouTube.
I remember vividly, around 2008, when I was about 14-years-old, how I spend my days on
YouTube in the living room at home with my laptop connected to the television to watch my
favorite American comedians: Stephen Colbert and Jon Stewart. By occupying the television, I
‘forced’ my family to share their jokes and analyses on American politics. Their ways of combining
humor, sting, and intelligence made them become my role models. I wanted to be them, I wanted
to do what they did. Along with Colbert and Stewart, the rise of the popular progressive YouTube
channel The Young Turks further drew me into the political sphere of the online video platform.
Although I never commented on the videos, I actively read interpretations of those who analyzed,
ridiculed, and offended the hosts – and each other – in the comments sections. It was a time in
which I laughed at conservatives and felt the hope of a progressive political future. A future that
someday, hopefully, I would play an active role in.
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Around 2014 vast amounts of videos mocking progressives began populating the platform.
Continuing my custom of reading the comments sections, I was surprised to note a profound shift
and a high resentment of progressive politics. It was after this long period of critiques that the
now ‘infamous’ Jordan Peterson appeared on my recommendation feed in 2017. His self-help
lectures spoke to my personal situation at the time and before I knew it, I was listening to threehour podcast conversations with influencers such as Ben Shapiro, Sam Harris, and Dave Rubin,
all of whom seemed to tap into some online cultural need to talk about big philosophical questions
and the real meaning of life. I bought Jordan Peterson’s book 12 Rules for Life and attended his
lecture at the University of Amsterdam, at which I met many students who told me that they were
touched by his videos and lectures. Peterson, to my surprise, became increasingly surrounded by
far-right influencers on YouTube. Some of the channels recommended to me by YouTube’s
algorithm talked about topics such as race realism and eugenics. When around the time of this
Research Master, in 2018 and 2019, the newspaper articles and academic papers came out
describing and theorizing a generation of ‘radicalized’ audiences on YouTube, an uncanny
experience overcame me. It formed an existential moment where I felt myself witness of a radical
shift in online politics. The question that kept forming in my head and eventually sparked my
thesis topic was: Why did my generation of politically engaged YouTubers move towards the right?
This investigation would not have been possible without the help of others: both inside and outside
my studies. I thank my professors for allowing me to pursue my interests when they fell outside
of the standard frameworks. I am grateful to my friends and family for their patience when listening
to my endless talks about obscure politics. I recognize my parents and my sister for reading my
work and their belief in me. I also acknowledge the people from OILab, for letting me attend their
meetings (and the drinks thereafter) to absorb their insights when it came to studying politics
online; especially, Marc Tuters for supervising this thesis, involving me in collaborative efforts,
and connecting me with inspiring people. I thank Richard Rogers for being second reviewer. And,
finally, this thesis would not have been possible without the dataset of the journalists of De
Correspondent and De Volkskrant, and the great computational help of Ivan Kisjes. I’m deeply
grateful to all, and I hope that your reading provides you with valuable insights into the sense
making practices of politically engaged ‘youngsters’ in YouTube’s alternative community.
Daniel Jurg,
June 20th, 2020, Amsterdam.
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1. Introduction: YouTube’s Alternative Community
“YouTube maybe one of the most powerful radicalizing instruments of the 21st century”
(Techno-sociologist Zeynep Tüfekçi in The New York Times, March 10, 2018).

Having long flown under the radar, in 2018 YouTube was detected as one of the most influential
social media platforms supporting radical political engagement (Tüfekçi, 2018). In the wake of the
insurgency of various reactionary sentiments around the 2016 U.S. presidential elections, YouTube
was argued to have become a prominent platform for far-right micro-celebrities; allowing them to
reach millions of users (Roose, 2019). Online political subculture scholar Rebecca Lewis (2018)
revealed how these far-right influencers were part of a wider Alternative Influence Network: an eclectic
group of influencers from various political backgrounds, who, in their quest to provide alternative
narratives to the mainstream, hosted reactionary and far-right political figures on their YouTube
channels. As a result of these hosting practices, along with YouTube’s commercial strategy to keep
audiences on the platform, these extreme far-right figures increasingly showed up as
‘recommended content’ to politically engaged YouTube users (Ribeiro et al., 2019). Consequently,
so they argue, alternative influencers were able to normalize far-right thought with the support of
YouTube’s infrastructure. Due to these enhanced criticisms, in 2019 YouTube promised to adjust
its algorithm and announced stricter regulations for extreme political channels; demonetizing or
banning those who crossed the boundaries of its harsher terms and conditions (Alexander, 2019).
Moreover, new progressive influence collectives such as BreadTube rose up, focused on
deradicalizing audiences: converting audiences from the far-right to the progressive side (Fleishman,
2019).
Discordantly, the political scientists Munger and Phillips (2019) claimed that such
(de)radicalization narratives operated from fundamentally flawed premises. It unjustly painted
users as passive – easily indoctrinated – subjects and failed to consider the broader socio-technical
aspects of engagement on YouTube. Therefore, the radicalization narrative glanced over a
demanding audience craving reactionary or far-right content. Moreover, they empirically revealed
that the Alternative Influence Network reached its peak in popularity around 2017, and, already
prior to YouTube’s regulations, lost much of its popularity. Consequently, rather than being
radicalized on YouTube, radical political users were drawn to YouTube because the platform
presented itself as the place par excellence for alternative perspectives, they argued.
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According to Munger and Phillips (2019), a variety of reactionary influencers have tapped into a
particular political demand for reactionary content that flourished up to 2017: “the rest of the
world explains more of this variance than does fringe YouTube media” (p. 13). YouTube therefore
should be seen as ‘just’ a platform hosting alternative communities, i.e. as part of a “two-way
communication between creator and audience” (Ibid., p. 5). To this end, researchers should
provide more insight into the demand of the audience according to Munger and Phillips.
In response to radicalization reports such as the Alternative Influence Network of Lewis’ (2018),
many journalists provided valuable insights into YouTube’s alternative community by interviewing
politically engaged audiences. For instance, Kevin Roose (2019) published the today well-known
story in The New York Times on the 26-year-old Caleb Cain, who became the public expert-byexperience on YouTube radicalization, appearing on news outlets such as CNN and PBS to tell
his story (CNN, 2019; PBS, 2019). In these interviews, Cain clarified the political transition he,
and arguably others, experienced on YouTube. As a kid, Cain explained, he was fascinated by
internet culture; spending his time browsing 4Chan and watching YouTube videos of public
intellectuals debating the existence of God (Roose, 2019). He described his transition towards farright content being foregrounded on YouTube by engagement with the skeptic atheist community
and progressive channels such as The Young Turks. He then, after a series of recommendations
by YouTube, ended up with far-right influencers such as Stephan Molyneux, who, according to
the Southern Poverty Law Center, is an alleged cult leader discussing topics such as the genetic
component in the relation between race and IQ (Southern Poverty Law Center, n.d.). Around
2018, Cain concluded that he started to deradicalize as he was recommended content by
progressive influencers of BreadTube such as Contrapoints.
Other journalists revealed a similar picture. Led by the extremist expert Dimitri Tokmetzis, the
journalists of De Correspondent and De Volkskrant captured over fifteen hundred YouTube
channels; allowing them to trace the history of politically engaged YouTube users. They took a
wide variety of reactionary and progressive political channels from 2008 till 2018 (Tokmetzis et al.,
2019b). Drawing on Lewis (2018, p. 8), they used the term reactionary to denote “a general
opposition to feminism, social justice, or left-wing politics.” Tokmetzis et al. thereby showed a
turn to increasingly extreme reactionary figures after 2016, supplemented with six in-depth
interviews with YouTube users who also revealed to have started by commenting on the
progressive channel The Young Turks.
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Prior to the flourishing of reactionary channels, audiences thus appear to have commented on The
Young Turks. To sense the scope and cultural significance of progressive engagement by
reactionary audiences, their engagement was mapped in relation to all channels in the dataset –
including progressive channels. Reactionary audience is conceptualized as those YouTube users who
commented at least a hundred times on reactionary classified channels in the period of 2010 till
2018 in the Tokmetzis et al. (2019b) dataset. Figure 1 presents a chart of their overall Top 5
Commented-on-channels per year from 2010 to 2018. The Y-axis represents the numbers of users
and the X-axis signifies the years.
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Top 5 Commented-on-channels per year by Reactionary Audiences (2010-2018)
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In line with the anecdotal stories in professional literature, Figure 1 reveals that reactionary
audiences up to 2016 predominantly commented on the progressive channel The Young Turks
(cobalt blue). Influencers as Paul Joseph Watson, Stefan Molyneux, Styxhexenhammer666, and
Sargon of Akkad became predominantly popular after 2016; all creating extreme reactionary,
arguably far-right, content according to Lewis (2018). One outlier in this graph is Rebel Media,
which is a right-wing media company from Canada that attracted a large audience during the 2016
election. They were not included in Lewis’ AIN but were captured by Tokmetzis et al. because of
their reactionary appeal.
While scientists and professionals highlighted the rising engagement of YouTube audiences with
these extreme political influencers and the recommendations audiences received, much less is
known about the time before this reactionary turn. According to scholars such as Angela Nagle
(2017), the rise of reactionary and far-right sentiments in popular discourse was preceded by a
rising resentment of progressive sentiments in a series of online culture wars, i.e. a chain of (online)
conflicts “mocking the earnestness and moral self-flattery of what felt like a tired liberal intellectual
conformity running right through from establishment liberal politics to the more militant enforcers
of new sensitivities from the wackiest corners [of the web]” (p. 19). These online culture wars, she
argued, started around 2014 and reached their peak around the 2016 U.S. election. In contrast with
most of the radicalization research on YouTube, she emphasized that The Young Turks was one
of the most popular alternative progressive online media channels around that time. However,
while her exposé of the mockery of progressive political sentiments refers to YouTube comments
sections, actual empirical evidence concerning a possible culture war on YouTube and its dynamics
and implications was beyond the scope of her work.
The dominant engagement of reactionary audiences with The Young Turks along with
theorizations on an online culture wars climate around 2014, raises the question what these
audiences were doing in the comments sections of the most popular progressive channel. Referring
to these reactionary audiences commenting on progressive content as Oppositional Audiences, this
thesis then asks the following main research question:
RQ: How did Oppositional Audiences engage with progressive content?
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Answering this question aims to provide new empirical insights into the dynamics of political
engagement in YouTube’s alternative community and the broader socio-political dimension of the
movement towards reactionary content as expressed by audiences themselves. Moving beyond the
large-scale tracking studies of mapping audience movements, an investigation of the comment
contents reveals a more detailed account of the issues of contention and how such issues are
addressed by audiences. Finally, it presents more insights into the role audiences subscribe to the
comments sections in their consumption of political content on YouTube.
Munger and Phillips (2019) argued that thorough academic research into YouTube’s alternative
community should start with a solid empirical basis; “increasing the importance of pure
description” (Munger 2018 qtd. in Munger & Phillips 2019, p. 5). The netnographer Robert
Kozinets (2020) offered a pragmatic approach to such a project that promotes the use of various
computer-assisted methods and tools with cultural readings on the meaning making processes of
online communities: combining “vast searchlights of big data analysis” with “close readings of
discourse analysis” (2010, p. 4). Such a more grounded approach aims at a creative and inclusive
mapping practice but requires analytical guidance as set-out by the (revised) grounded theorists
Strauss and Corbin (1998):
The important point for the researcher to remember is that the literature can hinder creativity if it
is allowed to stand in between the researcher and the data. But if it is used as an analytical tool,
then it can foster conceptualizations” (Strauss & Corbin 1998, p. 53).

The structure of this thesis is then as follows. Chapter 2 provides conceptualizations in the form
of an integrative literature review of political engagement on YouTube. It presents an overview of
the academic debate on YouTube radicalization, contextualizes the relevant history of audience
engagement with various aspects of YouTube’s alternative community and conceptualizes the
socio-technical framing of political discourse on YouTube. It closes with four subquestions that
guide the descriptive investigation into audience engagement. Chapter 3 then grounds the
epistemological underpinnings of this investigation by connecting it to the netnographic research
practices of Kozinets (2020). It subsequently describes the operationalization of the
conceptualizations using Tokmetzis et al. (2019b) dataset and complimentary datasets obtained
with ‘YouTube Data Tools’ (Rieder, 2015), and the approach using quantitative computer-assisted
content analyses and qualitative discourse analyses. It closes with a methodological reflection.
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Chapter 4 displays the outcomes of netnographic analyses of Oppositional Audience engagement
and Chapter 5 discusses these findings by connecting them to the conceptualizations of Chapter
2. Chapter 6 builds on Munger and Phillips’ (2019) request to elaborate on the future research
possibilities that follow from this thesis’ descriptive approach. Finally, this thesis summarizes the
implications of this thesis and argues for academic researchers to get ready for the next Moment
of Truth concerning the study of audience engagement: the 2020 U.S. presidential elections.
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2. Literature Review: From Rabbit Holes to Culture Wars
Chapter 1 set out the social and academic relevance of understanding engagement by YouTube’s
Oppositional Audiences (OpAu): users that engaged with both reactionary and progressive content.
This second chapter provides an integrative literature review: an assessment of primary accounts of
radicalization on YouTube by integrating secondary studies to contextualize, theorize and asses
the primary claims (Torraco, 2005). First, it covers the radicalization debate. Next, it displays the
engagement history of OpAu. It closes with YouTube’s infrastructure and how it shapes
participation.

2.1

From Reception to Engagement

Most empirical research on YouTube radicalization is grounded in the rabbit hole metaphor (Kaiser
& Rauchfleisch, 2019): like Alice in Wonderland, users enter YouTube and are exposed to surreal
and strange content that pulls them further and further into the website to maintain their attention.
This offering of (subconsciously) desired content has become increasingly sophisticated (Newton,
2017). In 2016, YouTube programmers published how they modified YouTube’s
Recommendation Systems (RSs) by using deep neural networks: a machine learning method allowing
a larger quantity of videos to be personalized by effectively filtering out non-relevant content
(Covington et al., 2016). In 2018, YouTube’s Chief Product Officer Neal Mohan claimed that such
modifications made it that recommended videos accounted for over seventy percent of user watch
time on YouTube (Solsman, 2018).
While this catering to specific needs seems innocent when it comes to users spending their time
watching cute cat videos or scrolling for tutorials on how to build a birdhouse, consensus within
political theory is that democratic societies require a public sphere in which political decisions are
collaboratively made and justified (Dahlgren, 2018). This democratic notion contradicts
YouTube’s business model of employing algorithms in disseminating information to create echo
chambers: an individualized media ecology that only covers sources with which one agrees (Sunstein,
2017). This threatens the democratic process as social media are an invaluable tool for public
conversations. For instance, in 2018 the Pew Research Center found that two thirds of Americans
got their news via social media, with YouTube having a market share of more than twenty percent,
ranking second after Facebook (Shearer & Matsa, 2018).
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The critique on YouTube, however, goes beyond personalization and echo chambers as the
success of YouTube’s algorithm coincided with the rise of far-right political influencers (Roose,
2019). Scholars argued that the RSs not merely functioned as a rabbit hole but amplified content
of far-right influencers, serving as a radicalization pipeline: politically interested audiences starting
with moderate content would be nudged to watch increasingly extreme content (Ribeiro et al.,
2019).
The connection between extreme political content and algorithmic recommendations has been
thoroughly studied within the field of computer science. O’Callaghan et al. (2015) connected the
idea of a rabbit hole to far-right content, e.g. white supremacy, arguing that YouTube’s RSs design
send its users “down the (white) rabbit hole” (p. 1). As far-right content on the platform continued
to grow, Ribeiro et al. (2019) studied video recommendations and commenting patterns of
seventy-two million users classified under ‘Intellectual Dark Web (IDW),’ 2 ‘alt-light’ 3 and ‘altright’4 from May till July 2019. They concluded that users moved from IDW to alt-right political
content and that IDW and alt-light contents were increasingly recommended to these users. 5 In
their limitations section Ribeiro et al. (2019), however, mentioned that testing the radicalization
pipeline proposition and the active distribution of radical content via RSs was problematic as
recommendations were increasingly personalized and highly ephemeral due to social and political
circumstances. They therefore emphasized that while mapping YouTube’s RSs pipeline might
provide insight into the fact that audiences were watching more extreme content, such maps
provided “little insight on why these radicalization pipelines exist” (Ribeiro et al., 2019, n.p.).

2

The Intellectual Dark Web is a self-appointed, elected, group of scholars and media figures who argue to have

controversial and provocative conversation which are avoided by legacy media outlets and academic institutions. Their
common targets are specific forms of progressive thought (Weiss, 2018).
3

The alt-light is a label for provocative figures who perceive a threat in what they argue is a progressive hegemonic

culture, but do not follow the extreme far-right sentiment of the alt-right (Hawley, 2017).
4

While an umbrella term for connecting activists, scholarships, and public imaginaries of a nebulous, often reactionary,

political sentiment, it is mainly reserved for far-right nativists and white supremacists (Hawley, 2017).
5

The pipeline theory conceptualizes a spectrum of radical content with I.D.W at the beginning of the pipeline, alt-

light following after that, and the alt-right as the most extreme.
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Claims about the role of YouTube’s RSs in pushing far-right content, today, are even more
problematic. In contrast to Ribeiro et al. (2019), Ledwich and Zaitsev (2019) found that
“YouTube's recommendation algorithm fails to promote inflammatory or radicalized content, as
previously claimed by several outlets” (p. 1). Instead, they concluded that mainstream content was
mostly recommended to YouTube users. Ledwich accompanied their publication with the Twitterstatement: “We should start questioning the authoritative status of outlets that have soiled
themselves with agendas” (Ledwich, 2019). This was a direct attack on media outlets such as The
New York Times and explicated the political sensitivity of such research on YouTube.
These overt political statements, along with the lack of a proper peer-review, made Ledwich and
Zaitsev’ (2019) article the center of a Twitter-dispute.6 The main critique was that their research
relied on YouTube’s Application Programming Interface (API), which does not include the “actual
experience” of the audience (Feuer, 2019, n.p.). For instance, the problem with mapping the
algorithm is that it builds on previous viewing experiences and personalized results based on
expressed user tastes and preferences. The intricate dialectic between user and algorithm, arguably,
cannot be captured by charting ‘merely’ the API recommendations. Zaitsev’s (2019) response was
that Ribeiro et al. (2019) used similar non-personalized data and that, like Ribeiro et al., they
acknowledged this problem in their limitations section. Moreover, the claims against YouTube
were that the recommended extreme content was a system bias rather than a personalization
feature.
Whether or not her rebuttals hold, YouTube, since the publication of these critiques claimed to
have adapted its algorithm and deplatformed or demonetized ‘problematic’ figures (Alexander,
2019). This does not only make it harder to gather new data to validate the previous findings but
makes it more a test on YouTube’s promises than a research into the current problem of radical
political influence based on the new social political context of YouTube audiences. Therefore,
rather than remaining in the framing of algorithms, it seems for now more revealing to reexamine
the role of other variables in the rising popularity of extreme political commentary on YouTube,
as claimed by scholars such as Lewis (2020a).

6

The dispute was amongst prominent media scholars and journalist investigating radicalization, e.g. Zeynep Tufekci,

Becca Lewis, Arvin Narayanan.
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The key inspiration for Ribeiro et al. (2019) was political subculture scholar Rebecca Lewis. Lewis
(2018) was the first academic reporting on the influence and tactics of a group of controversial
political commentators, which she termed The Alternative Influence Network (AIN). Lewis argued that
far-right figures became part of a wider ‘alternative’ media ecosystem on YouTube. These “political
influencers of the AIN use the media they create to establish a type of alternative media community
among their audiences” (p. 39). When more moderate or reactionary political influencers of the
AIN host other influencers with far-right views, they familiarize and expand the alternative media
ecology on YouTube with these extreme political figures. Moreover, Lewis (2020b) argued that
influencers build character and credibility by creating an authentic relation to their audience.
English et al. (2011) showed that once audiences get exposed to new political content (e.g. by
algorithm or via guest appearances), there is evidence to suggest that political persuasion on
YouTube is mostly due to the perceived credibility of the source (ethos). Consequently, audiences
appear open to influencers with a credible, reliable, and authentic character. Lewis was thus not
only critical of YouTube, but also of alternative influencers hosting and ‘promoting’ increasingly
far-right figures. RSs are just one aspect of how extreme influencers benefit from YouTube in
order to build a ‘radical’ audience base. Therefore, Lewis (2018) explicitly claimed that “even if
YouTube altered or fully removed its content recommendation algorithms, the AIN would still
provide a pathway for radicalization” (p. 36).
While Lewis emphasized the broader alternative network in which extreme content was being
amplified, the political scientists Munger and Phillips (2019) argued that her theorization – and
that of algorithms more broadly – missed an important variable: YouTube’s status as the place
where users turn for extreme content in the first place. Their main claim was that “the novel and
disturbing fact of people consuming white nationalist video media was not caused by the supply
of this media radicalizing an otherwise moderate audience” (p. 12). Instead, they argued, it was the
demand of such extreme audiences that created the supply.
Munger and Phillips argued that the current “narratives” on YouTube resemble “outdated” mass
media theorizations on hypodermic needles and “Magic Bullets,” playfully referred to as the zombie
bite theory (p. 7). This theory was developed in comprehending the powerful Nazi propaganda
system during the Second World War and resurfaced with the effectiveness of algorithms to
affectively distribute content (Esser, 2008).
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Munger and Phillips (2019), however, maintained that there was no empirical evidence for such a
theory: “viewership of Alt-Right videos has been in decline since mid-2017”, even before YouTube
announced the algorithmic rewiring and the deplatforming of many figures (p. 9). These
influencers just seemed to have tapped into a broader frustration within the political system and
the rise of right-wing populism, they argued. ‘Radicalization’ to them follows the standard model of
persuasion, i.e. “people adopt new beliefs about the world by combining their prior beliefs with new
information” and audiences thus only tend to make minor adjustments in their beliefs when new
evidence is presented (Guess & Coppock quoted in Munger & Phillips, 2018, p. 8).
Guess and Coppock (2018) pointed to an empirical in situ study of Bakshy et al. (2015), which
showed that “individual choices more than algorithms limit exposure to attitude-challenging
content” by investigating 10.1 million partisan U.S. Facebook users (p. 1131). This, they argued,
revealed that ideological predispositions are a stronger factor in predicting (news) consumption
than algorithms. Moreover, Bowyer et al. (2015) claimed that the best indicator for selecting and
agreeing with specific content is the general level of political knowledge of the audience and their
ideological predispositions.
While the variables in the supply of radical content are extensively theorized, Munger and Phillips
(2019) pointed out that much more research needs to be done on the “two-way communication
between creator and audience” (p. 5). Audiences on YouTube are not merely passive viewers but
can, simultaneously, respond to content and consequentially shape the environment in which that
content is being consumed. Munger and Phillips (2019) reported that the most radical channels,
labelled alt-right, have the highest commenting user base; suggesting that interaction and
information sharing is of key interest to radical users. Meanwhile, Kahn (2017) revealed that while
most passive consumption on YouTube happens with entertainment; interaction is most strongly
predicted by informational content and social interaction, e.g. influencers. This is a crucial point
when studying audiences, as it highlights that comments sections in the alternative community
might reveal important information about the (radical) political praxis that drives users.
Such an inquiry is more in line with contemporary audience reception scholarship on social media,
which argues that audiences engage in complex and dialectical relationships with content to exercise
power in small ways: “the people who, in their capacity as social actors, are attending to, negotiating
the meaning of, and sometimes participating in the multimodal processes initiated or carried out
by institutional media” (Schrøder 2018, p. 6). Audiences thus do not merely receive of information.
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Therefore, to conclude, research on YouTube’s alternative influence benefits from integrating the
perspective of the audience. In other words, moving from an Alternative Influence Network to an
Alternative Community. The next two sections then elaborate on what type of communities OpAu
engaged with and how YouTube’s infrastructure enables such engagement.

2.2

Alternative Communities

As the discourse analyst Stephen Pihlaja (2014) maintained in his book Antagonism on YouTube,
understanding engagement with content on YouTube “requires an awareness of the institutional
factors present in interaction within a YouTube community since the interaction among users is
always situated in a larger socio-historical context” (p. 14). Following this dictum, this section
departs from YouTube’s philosophy as a platform for alternative communities and then situates
the engagement of Oppositional Audiences, as reported by journalists Roose (2019) and
Tokmetzis et al. (2019).
From its birth in 2005, YouTube was a place for radical engagement carrying the rebellious
positioning Broadcast Yourself: each and every ‘ordinary’ YouTube user has something valuable to
contribute and deserves a platform outside the confines of the legacy media. Both audiences and
content creators on YouTube used the online video platform as a place to go against ‘hegemonic’
ideas (Van Dijck, 2013). As the media scholar José Van Dijck pointed out in in her Critical History
of Social Media, “YouTube users were anything but complacent dudes. Anytime they found
themselves brushed away or shortchanged [by mainstream content], they started to beat the drum
to restore the platform’s alternative function as a user-generated content provider” (2013, p. 111).
YouTube, from its beginning, was thus a place to ventilate alternative opinions and produce
alternative content precisely in order to circumvent the mainstream.
This alternative function is also what drew Caleb Cain, the main figure in the narrative of
radicalized YouTube users, to the platform. Cain told The New York Times that, prior to his pull
towards far-right influencers, he already spent a significant amount of time on YouTube watching
clips of public intellectuals debating the existence of God (Roose, 2019). The God debates on
YouTube are captured in detail by Pihlaja (2014).
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He argued that one of the first popular radical communities on YouTube was the skeptic atheist
movement. Taking shape around 2006 and 2007, this community uploaded and discussed the
public lectures and debates of atheist intellectuals such as Sam Harris, Richard Dawkins, and
Daniel Dennit (Christopher Hitchens later joined the collective as the fourth member to the
‘team’). These intellectuals presented themselves as a counter movement to the religious dogma.
Referring to themselves as The Four Horsemen, a provocative biblical reference to the Christian
apocalypse, they aimed at (re)affirming the value of Enlightenment principals such as ‘rationality’
and ‘scientific reasoning’ by engaging in a highly militant style of debate culture (Beattie, 2007).
For instance, one influential video of the Four Horsemen uploaded on YouTube by the Richard
Dawkins Foundation for Reason & Science in 2009 shows the collective drinking cocktails in front of
a fireplace as they argue about the reasons why people might be – but should not be – offended by
many of their arguments; which, they claim, are based on simple logic and scientific reasoning.
In a response to the ‘hypocrisy’ argued for by the Four Horsemen that scientists nowadays appear
to have to apologize for the discovered facts that do not fit the religious world view, the cognitive
scientist Daniel Dennett ironically remarked that “there is no polite way to say to somebody, do
you know that you’ve wasted your life […] you’ve just devoted all your efforts, all your goods and
all your resources to the glorification of something that is just a myth” (Richard Dawkins
Foundation for Reason & Science, 2009). Such provocative remarks earned these academics the
title militant atheists (Beattie, 2007). Pihlaja (2014) argued that these types of content thrived on
YouTube as its audiences were thrilled to actively engage with these counter-current ideas and its
antagonistic style. An illustrative example of how audiences adored these skeptics is found in the
engagement with Christopher Hitchens, who became so popular within the skeptic community
that receiving a hitchslap became a wide online circulating term for “the process of utterly
obliterating an opponent's entire (usually religious or political) argument” (hitchslap, 2013).7
Next to this radical skeptic atheist community, Cain and reactionary audiences interviewed by the
Dutch journalists of De Correspondent and De Volkskrant claimed to have been commenting in
another counter-current community around that time: the progressive channel The Young Turks
(TYT) (Tokmetzis et al., 2019a; The Young Turks, 2019).

7

The power of the term also lies in that it is a “portmanteau”.
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While many of the radicalization stories failed to emphasize this aspect, TYT is America's longest
running and most successful online political show with a total of around 4.8 billion views. It started
in 2002 as a radio talk show, and their YouTube channel was created in the same year that
YouTube opened its broadcasting platform to content creators, 2005. This allowed the media
collective to move from a recorded public radio show to a full-grown multi-channel multi-platform
media corporation (Grigoryan & Suetzl, 2019).
TYT labeled their political orientation as progressive and started their political programming by
opposing the Bush administration, showing the corruption and overreach of the U.S. government
in general and their army in particular (The Young Turks, n.d.). Its first uploads on YouTube
contain discussions about American liberties and how they ought to be protected. The channel
achieved popularity in the 2008 U.S. presidential elections as one of the main channels to offer an
alternative perspective on American politics (May, 2010). In a large empirical study, the media
scholar Albert May (2010) concluded that the elections had popularized YouTube as a place for
original political content. While many channels dissipated due to the economic structure of the
platform, The Young Turks was able to take the elections as a point of significant growth as
audiences increasingly became interested in alternative political commentary (Grigoryan & Suetzl,
2019).
In line with YouTube’s ‘Broadcast Yourself’ positioning, TYT presented itself as an alternative
community and appealed to audiences with its highly antagonistic and militant style. The name
‘The Young Turks’ stems from the young Turk as a “young person who rebels against authority or
societal expectations” (TYT, n.d.) In a 2019 interview by the sociologist Rashawn Ray, TYT
founder, Cenck Uyger, argued that one of his main reasons for being on YouTube is to “do a
program that is unrestrained, unchecked, and is actually a watchdog rather than, for lack of a better
or more polite way of putting it, a lapdog for the government” (Ray, 2019, p. 8). The channel was
very aware of the interactive ability of YouTube and created a dialogue with its audiences.
Sometimes founder Cenk Uyger told his viewers to go on other platforms or get the attention of
mainstream media outlets with online activist tactics such as flooding messaging boards on
Facebook (see The Young Turks, 2009).
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Around 2014, progressive content started to receive heavy online backlash on the web. The rise
of this anti-progressive sentiment is well-documented by scholars as Nagle (2017) and
professionals as Beran (2019) and Marantz (2019). They all described how American politics
started polarizing online around 2014 and culminated during the 2016 U.S. presidential elections.8
Nagle and Beran both argued that around 2014 students on American campuses increasingly
demonstrated a Tumblr style politics concerned with the threat of “racism, misogyny and heteronormative oppression of the world outside [and] of their online subcultures” (Nagle, 2017, p. 19).
While some of the popularity of the platform has faded, in the run-up to 2014 Tumblr was one of
the most popular online messaging boards, allowing users to construct various online identities
and engage with other users in their digitally constructed worlds and subcultures. Around 2014,
Tumblr users became increasingly political and intrigued by questions concerning the stereotypical
representations of genders and races in mainstream culture, leading to Tumblr’s status as the
progressive online subcultural space for the deconstructive discourse on oppressive hegemonic
culture (Beran, 2019).
Moreover, Nagle argued that this type of Tumblr discourse on American campuses led to “safe
spaces and trigger warnings” (2017, p. 38). The safe space referred to the idea that campuses should
have areas in which students could fully be themselves without the threat of others ridiculing them,
while a trigger warning denoted the threat that content might not acknowledge that each individual
has the right to be who s/he is and that no one has to live up to outdated stereotypes. Nagle (2017)
displayed how this Tumblr style politics became the object of much online mockery. The main
point of critique, resentment and/or ridicule was that the Leftist concerns for safe spaces and
trigger warnings threatened open debates in which people were free to propose various positions
and push boundaries. As the now infamous psychologist Jordan Peterson9 claimed in one of his
most watched interviews: “in order to be able to think you have to risk offending” (Channel 4
News, 2018).

8

The period 2014 - 2016 is generally taken as 2014 presents the first signs of progressive versus reactionary movements

that increasingly opposed each other and the 2016 U.S. presidential elections as the outburst of this polarization.
9

Jordan Peterson is a Canadian professor of psychology who became (in)famous for opposing legislature that would add

gender identity as protected grounds under the Canadian Human Rights Act and the Criminal Code; millions watched
his recorded university lectures and other public appearances after a Channel 4 interview (Beauchamp, 2018).
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During 2014, various anti-SJW influencers started to become popular on YouTube. SJW stands
for social justice warrior, i.e. a caricature of an out of control vocally aggressive progressive (Nagle
2017). More generally conceptualized as people expressing Tumblr style political views. Nagle
(2017) describes a scene on YouTube in which anti-SJW cringe compilations widely circulated the
platform, i.e. an affective collection of clips that ridiculed and mocked SJW’s. In a video on ‘cringe,’
popular progressive influencer Contrapoints provided a history of left-wing ridicule on YouTube
around 2014 in which a variety of influencers, like Crowder, were able to build their reputation by
creating videos containing screaming and/or crying social justice warriors (Contrapoints, 2014).
The video ‘There Are Only 2 Genders | Change My Mind’ is one popular example, covering gender
fluidity: the idea that gender is a non-binary construct (currently around 36 million views)
(StevenCrowder, 2017a). In such videos Crowder would trigger students with politically incorrect
statements until he got a reaction that highlighted the perceived problems with progressive
discourse. Crowder is one of the alternative influencers Lewis (2018) mentions becoming popular
by debating, provoking and ridiculing The Left.10
Oppositional Audiences such as Caleb Cain and the YouTube users interviewed by De
Correspondent and De Volkskrant told how they moved towards reactionary and far-right content
during and after these exposés on the perceived hypersensitivity of The Left. One interviewee who
began his YouTube career by commenting on TYT denoted that he changed his mind about leftwing politics due to the interview by the founder of TYT Cenk Uyger with Sam Harris (Tokmetzis
et al., 2019a). Sam Harris is a central figure as he is a member of the Four Horsemen, the
Alternative Influence Network and the Intellectual Dark Web. While he describes himself as a
progressive, he became controversial for this stance on Islam and its link to extremism. Sam Harris,
who spent much of his career critiquing religion, argued that from his liberal perspective Islam is
one of the crucial points in which The Left has failed to participate in a reasonable discussion. In
Harris’ view, progressives were defending Islam on issues that they were normally critical of, such
as discrimination of women and homosexuality. He concluded that political correctness and
identity politics sabotaged rational discussion (The Young Turks, 2014c).

10

The Left is generally a construct of progressives as the ‘Other,’ a way of generalizing the opposition. This type of

discourse in set out in detail by Chovanec and Molek-Kozakowska (2017) in their book Representing the Other in European
Media Discourses.
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This debate had an important impact on YouTube’s alternative community and highlighted the
need for new voices to counter a tired liberal tradition. Dave Rubin, another central figure in Lewis’
(2018) AIN, used to be a commentator for TYT and perceived the debate as a moment of
awakening. In an interview with Joe Rogan, also a key AIN-er, Rubin explained that this debate
clarified what he already implicitly felt to be wrong with The Left and that YouTube needed a new
space for proper rational political debate (PowerfulJRE, 2015). Lewis (2018) described how Rubin
turned into a central figure in what became a popular genre called blood sports: intellectual debates
in which influencers discuss in a rational style the merits of controversial and/or politically
incorrect ideas. These debates enabled far-right influencers to enter the popular discourse on
YouTube according to Lewis. For instance, Rubin hosted influencers as Stephan Molyneux, the
main influencer that pulled Caleb Cain to the far-right, and Sargon of Akkad, the reactionary antifeminist influencer. These influencers were labelled by Lewis as extreme for propagating race and
IQ theories under the label of politically incorrect Truths that The Left was unable to accept due
to its identity politics.
Thus, to conclude, YouTube has always been a place for alternative communities that engaged in
a militant style. Such confrontational energy was first aimed at religious institutions and then to go
against establishment politics and The Left. Besides the practice of hosting other influencers, the
popularity of extreme influencers should thus be understood in relation to a militant climate of
militant rationality and audience participation that increasingly found ‘easy’ targets of ‘ridiculous’
social justice warriors to critique.

2.3

Framing the Alternative Discourse

The previous sections set out the current YouTube radicalization debate and provided context of
audiences engaging with alternative communities. This section goes into the academic and
professional literature dealing with the framing of online political discourse. It first sets out two
basic forms of audience participation on YouTube: (dis)liking and commenting. Next, it delves into
the political role of these functions.
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Munger and Phillips (2019) emphasized that scholars on YouTube’s alternative community need
to move beyond the role of the recommendation function to study political framing on the
platform and expand on other structures that make political engagement possible. These structures
facilitating engagement are referred to in media studies as affordances: “the range of functions and
constraints that an object provides for, and places upon, structurally situated subjects” (Davis &
Chouinard, 2016, p. 241). In terms of participatory practices of audiences, YouTube allows – and
restrains – those that have an account to engage with (political) content by capturing their
responses in the functions ‘like,’ ‘dislike,’ and/or ‘comment.’ The (dis)like function captures and
displays the level of audience satisfaction, and the comment function its underlying verbal elucidation.
For both (dis)likes and comments, audience participation is cumulative: participation is framed by,
and builds on, previous reactions. The cumulative aspect is significant as studies have revealed that
audiences understand such responses as revealing something about the “public opinion” (Lee &
Yoon, 2010, p. 825). Consequently, much of the discussions on social media follow the framing
of earlier commenters and active audiences have a significant influence on what is perceived as the
public opinion. This then affects actual public opinion.
It is this framing of public opinion that served as an important catalyst in the rise of anti-SJW
sentiment and reactionary thought (Nagle, 2017). Nagle (2017) emphasized the role of online
commenting culture in the creation and dissemination of a political framework that captured the
hypersensitivity and irrationality of The Left, as set out in section 2.2. Moreover, scholars have
argued that reactionary audiences had a disproportionate effect on the broader online political
discourse (Hawley, 2017). In line with such claims, Munger and Phillips (2019), as briefly pointed
out in section 2.1, revealed that far-right videos had a higher comment to view ratio. This suggests
that far-right audiences consider active engagement in YouTube’s alternative community a key
aspect of their political activity.
However, the political importance of comments and dislikes comes not merely, and arguably
mainly, from engaging with content one agrees with, but with the perceived ideological opposition
(Nagle, 2017). Such a political practice of attacking your ideological enemies online is generally
referred to as trolling: commenters provoking their (political) opponents and/or putting them down
as being ignorant and stupid. The political scientist George Hawley (2017) added that trolling is
directed at the readers rather than other commenters:
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You should assume that you will never manage to convince your ideological enemies of the
merit of your position. Rather, the purpose of trolling is to convince people reading your
comments of the merit of your position. On many different web forums, lurkers outnumber
posters by 10 to 1. The purpose of trolling raids is to convince these anonymous people, not
the person you disagree with. As such, you can win hearts and minds even when met with
universal opposition (p. 73).

While users with strong ideological convictions will not likely be changed by dislikes and/or
comments, the conceptions of ambivalent others are (sub)consciously framed by such trolling. As
Hardaker (2013) pointed out, investigations of trolling activity “should strive to incorporate how
both the h[earer] and the (alleged) troll jointly construct, challenge, and negotiate their own, and
each other’s identity’’ (p. 81). The effects of trolling are thus more sophisticated than ridiculing
and/or provoking: it reveals the public debate of opposite political identities and framings.
Threading this idea with the professional literature on audience engagement on YouTube’s
alternative community, Caleb Cain revealed that while he was increasingly moving towards the
right, for instance by becoming a fan of Steven Crowder, he would still go to left-wing channels
in order to negatively frame The Left (The Young Turks, 2019). In the run-up to the 2016 election,
he watched TYT live stream coverages of presidential debates while engaging with others in the
comments sections to “own the libs”: ridiculing and mocking progressives (Ibid., n.p.). Cain was
thus not only engaging with reactionary and far-right content but also disliking and commenting
on left-wing channels as an important part of his political identity.
The impact of using dislikes in this trolling process is rather straightforward, i.e. large numbers of
dislikes frame content as ‘bad’ and extensive disliking has a severe impact on the credibility of a
company (Reagle, 2015), in this case a left-wing channel. Moreover, professional literature has
pointed out that (dis)liking practices impact the recommendation function on YouTube
(Alexander, 2019). Videos with high numbers of dislikes tend to be less visible to other users.
Consequently, the liking practices of users on Crowder’s videos concerning left-wing campus
students will make them more prevalent, whereas disliking TYT videos commenting on college
campus students will be less likely to show up when users are engaging with the topic.
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The political framing occurring in comments sections is more complex. Political subculture
scholars Tuters and Hagen (2019) argued that an important part of far-right framing and political
identity happens via ‘memes’ in that they serve as important (online) “vehicles for expressing
progressive dissent” (p. 3). A meme is “(a) a group of digital items sharing common characteristics
[…] which (b) were created with awareness of each other, and (c) were circulated, imitated, and/or
transformed via the Internet by many users” (Shifman, 2014, p. 41). Users on message boards and
comments sections create and share digital concepts and images with an awareness of the broader
culture within which this production takes place. Tuters and Hagen (2019) claimed that memes,
due to their participatory nature, “bring together a cross-section of actors who may not necessarily
share a common political agenda, but who are nevertheless temporarily united through affective
bonds” (p. 3). Thus, temporary (sub)conscious connections between users are created through
memes.
An illustrative example they provided is the echo brackets: “(((…)))”: a vehicle for anti-Semitism in
which users place specific names of public figures or institutions to signal that they are Jewish.
Thereby building on the political framing that Jewish people control the powerful institutions.
Such a meme, they argued, is powerful in the affective creation of an us-versus-them sentiment in
which those who understand the meme feel part of the ingroup and those who are either, in the
case of the echo brackets quite literally, the object of the meme or those that do not know the
(online) (sub)culture in which the production takes place become the outgroup.
A successful meme rapidly spreads to other platforms by appealing to a vast section of the population,
who adapt it and/or apply it to new situations; consequentially, reaching and ‘infecting’ large
amounts of users. This is one of the main ways in which anti-SJW and far-right content spread
rapidly in the run-up to the 2016 U.S. elections (Hossain et al., 2018). While videos on YouTube
have been ascribed to fulfil an important political role such as those of left-wing college students,
YouTube comments sections have not yet been addressed (Miller, 2016). However, comments
sections, just as videos, are effective places to spread far-right and anti-left-wing memetic lexicons.
A more common example of anti-SJW memetic conceptualization that became widely
disseminated during the 2016 U.S. election is the term ‘Libtard,’ in which ‘liberal’ and ‘retarded’
are combined to evoke the image of a ‘retarded liberal’ (Hossain et al., 2018). The power of this
term lies in the fact that it appends to an old online tradition of using ‘retard’ as a perceived
humorous insult and slur (Leffert et al., 2010).
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Terms such as ‘libtard’ have a wider appeal than concepts as ‘echo brackets’ as they append to the
larger online culture and can therefore more easily become a popular signifier for a specific type
of person or situation. For instance, commenters on Steven Crowder’s interviews with progressive
college students can evoke ‘libtard’ to signal both their ‘progressive dissent’ and their ingroup
status as ‘knowledgeable’ about internet slang. While not much is known about the actual spread
of this memetic lexicons on YouTube, an experimental research project at the Digital Methods
Initiative winter school – by studying a far-right conspiracy theory – found evidence to suggest
that YouTube might be a bridging platform between more subcultural memetic places such as
4Chan and Reddit and more mainstream platforms as Facebook and Twitter (Hagen et al., 2019).
The power of memes does not only lie in the creative act and rapid dissemination of content, but
also in its ability to provide a cognitive framework from which the broader political debate needs
to be understood. To assess this cognitive framing, the journalist Wendling (2018), in his book
Alt-Right: From 4chan to the White House, pointed to the work of the cognitive linguist George Lakoff,
who argued that scholars concerned with the rise of reactionary and far-right ideology should focus
on the underlying metaphors of these memes and what they reveal about sense making practices.
Lakoff and Johnson (1980) in their book Metaphors We Live By claimed that we perceive our world
through metaphors: “understanding and experiencing one kind of thing in terms of another” (p. 24).
Another here refers to something already familiar. Lakoff (2016) provided the example of Bush’s tax
relieve message: this ‘relieve’ metaphor automatically evokes the mental frame of an infliction that
needs to be done away with. It addresses taxation as a burden from which people needed to be
relieved. In a recent article in The Washington Post, Lakoff reasoned that the power of new forms
of reactionary thought lies in capturing well-known mental images that align with and strengthen
specific world views.
In his metaphorical analysis of conflict in YouTube’s atheist and religious community, Pihlaja
(2014) drew on Lakoff and argued that it is important to move beyond ingroup/outgroup thinking
towards grasping the positioning of users in relation to underlying metaphors. When it comes to
engagement, users are not merely thinking in terms of “ingroup” or “outgroup”, but in terms of
“positioning” within metaphorical frameworks that were constructed and developed throughout
the discourse (p. 140).
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Pihlaja showed that one such framework was argument equals war: both militant atheists and religious
users framed their argumentation on the platform as fighting a war. For instance, Pihlaja (2014)
argued that religious users saw the confrontation with atheist as a “war between allies and enemies
of God” (p. 139). On the other hand, Beattie (2007) in her book on militant atheism described
popular atheist figures employing terms such as ‘war of ideas’ and ‘war on religion.’ Lakoff and
Johnson (1980) argued that such metaphors frame people to think in terms of what to ‘attack’ and
what to ‘defend,’ and in ’winning’ and ‘losing.’ This usage of war metaphors is common in political
communities on YouTube as The Young Turks also position themselves on the platform in terms
of fighting a war. The channel referred, and still refers, to itself as ‘TYT nation’ and to their active
audience base as ‘TYT Army’ which were directed to ‘invade’ other platforms (The Young Turks,
2009). Political engagement in YouTube’s alternative communities has thus always been framed
by its users as a place to fight out conflicts with any perceived enemy.
To conclude, audience engagement plays an important role in the political framing on YouTube.
This is done both by using (dis)likes and/ or employing memetic lexicons and war metaphors that
append to pre-existing frameworks of online engagement. Oppositional Audiences such as Caleb
Cain, who engaged already with the atheist community and TYT, have thus been operating within
a space that already framed political debate as an online war.

2.4

Theoretical Closure and Analytical Guidance

Based on the fact that many reactionary audiences were predominantly participating with The
Young Turks channel prior to the popularity of reactionary channels, this thesis departed from the
main question: How did Oppositional Audiences engage with progressive content? Chapter 2 started with a
review of the academic literature on YouTube’ alternative community and revealed a move away
from the narrative of radicalization towards a more active audience approach. Section 2.2 situated
this engagement by drawing on professional literature of Oppositional Audiences and disclosed
YouTube as a platform for conflict, a movement towards anti-SJW sentiment, and the prominent
role of the Uyger-Harris debate in this change. Section 2.3 reviewed how audience participation
might have a disproportional effect on the overall discourse and that conflict is framed on
YouTube by the underlying metaphors.
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These conceptualizations lead to the following four subquestions that guided the empirical
investigation.
Subquestion1.

What were the concerns of Oppositional Audiences on The Young Turks?

Subquestion2.

How did these concerns compare to the overall engagement on TYT?

Subquestion3.

What role did the Uyger-Harris debate play in the engagement on TYT?

Subquestion4.

What were the dominant metaphors framing political engagement on TYT?
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3. A Netnographic Methodology
The main question of this thesis was presented in chapter 1 as: How did Oppositional Audiences
engage with progressive content? The previous chapters conceptualized Oppositional Audiences
(OpAu), contextualized their historical engagement on YouTube and conceptualized how
engagement on YouTube frames political discussion. This third chapter presents the
methodological approach that was taken to map their engagement with progressive content. First,
this chapter formulates the research strategy. It then proceeds by operationalizing the concepts
‘Oppositional Audiences’ and ‘Alternative Community’ and subsequently sets out the specific
research methods per subquestion. This chapter closes with a section addressing the limitations of
the approach.

3.1

Research Strategy

Today, humanities researchers looking for empirical approaches to study social media are
increasingly torn between the massive quantitative possibilities offered by the vast sums of publicly
available social media metrics, and the subtle qualitative praxis of capturing the world of cultural
experiences (Kozinets 2010). Kozinets offers a pragmatic approach that promotes the use of
various computer-assisted methods and tools with cultural readings of the meaning making
processes of online communities, i.e. combining the “vast searchlights of big data analysis” with
the “close readings of discourse analysis” (2010, p. 4). Consequently, media scholars need to
combine what the German philosopher Wilhelm Dilthey (1894) theorized as erklären and verstehen,
i.e. the difference between explaining what is and the broader cultural practice of understanding
why something is the way it is. Balancing these two perspectives, Kozinets aims to make the
qualitative research praxis of studying online culture more “rigorous, detailed, contemporary, and
ethical” to deal with the common criticisms of qualitative research: anecdotal evidence and lack of
reproducibility (Kozinets, 2020, p. 9; see Mays & Pope, 1995).
This aim is set out by Kozinets (2020) in his book Netnography: The Essential Guide to Qualitative Social
Media Research. A netnography is a practice that “seeks to understand the cultural experience […]
reflected within the traces, practices, networks and systems of social media [rigorously following]
a particular set of actions for doing research” (p. 14).
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To enhance understanding of users’ experiences, netnography offers three main practices: (1)
investigation, mapping audience engagement and meaning making processes as reflected on the
platform (2) immersion, initiating oneself in the meaning making practices, and (3) interaction,
discussing these practices with the online users themselves. Considering that this thesis is one of
the first alternative audience studies on YouTube, it focused on the investigative practice: mapping
audience engagement and meaning making processes via an unobtrusive study of online data.
For this rigorous investigative practice, Kozinets (2020, p. 214) defined five methodological operations:
simplify, search, scout, select, and save. Following this practice, first, the concept of Oppositional
Audiences was simplified to form a particular selection of politically engaged YouTube users;
second, the engagement of OpAu was searched to reveal their prominent concerns; third, these
OpAu concerns were scouted for deeper disclosing aspects of its engagement; fourth, relevant data
were selected by reflecting on OpAu’s relation to the conceptualizations presented in chapter 2; and,
fifth these data were saved on a computer to be used with software tools as well as for validation.
Kozinets’ mixed-methods approach is a pragmatic iterative process moving back and forth between
findings and updating methodological approaches. The findings of this thesis therefore are part of
an iterative process in which certain outcomes of analyses became new starting points which were
repeated until sufficient level of detail was reached. To keep the methodology comprehensible, the
methods sections highlight only the eventual operationalization and methods that led to the
findings presented in chapter 4.
Finally, Kozinets argued for the importance of ethical reflections when doing social media
research. The fact that researchers have vast access to social media data does not mean that all
users are aware of the fact that their data are being used. This leads to possible consent gaps. This
investigation did not engage with any of the audiences studied and scholars such as Pihlaja (2014)
have pointed out that the use of social media data, e.g. YouTube, is allowed by the fair use law
(United States Code, 1976). Following Kozinets ethical stance, the comments used for analyses
have been anonymized but may be relocated for other researchers by searching their included
timestamp in the dataset. Having followed Kozinets’ detailed steps and reflected on the ethics, this
investigation is thought to be rigorous.
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3.2

Operationalizing ‘Alternative Community’ and ‘Oppositional Audiences’

The operationalization of Alternative Community was simplified by measuring it in the same way as
was done by the journalists Tokmetzis et al. (2019b). In their investigation on YouTube
radicalization, they collected over fifteen hundred channels, six hundred thousand videos, hundred
twenty million reactions, fifteen million recommendations, and four hundred and forty thousand
transcripts of videos between 2010 and 2018. Their list constituted reactionary and progressive
political channels, based on a triangulation method that combined the efforts of experts on
extremism (KAFKA), scholarly insights, and field work.
Following this delineation of YouTube’s Alternative Community, a custom python-script was used
to simplify the dataset to include only the overall engagement of reactionary audiences commenting
a hundred times on reactionary classified channels, as presented in Figure 1 in chapter 1. On the
basis of the results presented in Figure 1, i.e. the extensive commenting practice on the progressive
channel The Young Turks (TYT) from 2010 till 2016, the engagement with this channel was
searched, scouted and selected for the inquiry of this thesis. Therefore, Oppositional Audiences was
operationalized as those reactionary audiences that commented on TYT from 2010 till 2016.

3.3

Mapping Concerns of Oppositional Audiences

This section presents the approach to answer the first subquestion, presented in the final section
of Chapter 2: What were the concerns of Oppositional Audiences on The Young Turks?
The subdataset containing the comments of the Oppositional Audiences within the Tokmetzis et
al. (2019b) dataset, named the OpAu dataset, consisted of around three million comments from
2010 to 2016. For the OpAu-concern-analysis, Kozinets’ (2020) data analysis procedures were
followed: (1) collating, i.e. preparing for coding, (2), coding, i.e. breaking data into chunks, (3)
combining, i.e. conceptually relate, (4) counting, i.e. quantify to compare, and (5) charting, i.e.
visualizing. The OpAu dataset was first collocated to be uploaded to ‘4CAT: Analysis Toolkit’
(Peeters & Hagen, 2019). Therefore, the format of the OpAu dataset was made consistent with
the uploading format of ‘4CAT.’ Having uploaded the OpAu dataset to ‘4CAT,’ the comments
were tokenized, i.e. the computational process of demarcating and classifying words as analytical
units; allowing for a variety of analytical modules for coding, combining, counting and charting.
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Following Kozinets’ (2020) suggestion to use quantitive methods as ‘vast searchlights,’ a termfrequency inverse-document-frequency technique11 was used to reveal the significant words per year; referred
to as concerns. Figure 2 presents the methodological roadmap to OpAu concerns.

Figure 2.

11

Visualization Methodology Mapping of Oppositional Audiences’ Concerns

First theorized by Spärck Jones (see Maybury, 2005), tf-idf is a statistical method for assigning weight to the

significance of words within specific text documents. Instead of simply counting the frequency of all words, tf-idf
assigns a weight to terms on the basis if they are common locally but rare globally. In simplified terms, the total
occurrences of a term in a single document (term frequency) is subtracted by how common it is in the entire document
set (inverse document frequency). For a more detailed technical explanation see Aizawa (2003).
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The quantitative insights were taken as the first step in a funnel technique in which – in relation
to the conceptualizations presented in chapter 2 – the concerns were further qualitatively
contextualized. These close readings of the concerns are accompanied by Word Tree analyses: “a
graphical version of the traditional "keyword-in-context" method” (Wattenberg & Viégas, 2008,
p. 1221). Moreover, typical comments are presented as illustrations of the close reading to enable
the reader to sense the findings.
Finally, in order to map the presence of culture war lexicons, the OpAu dataset was quantitively
searched for nine hate speech and culture war lexicons coded by Peeters et al. (2020): (1)
Islamophobia, (2) Homophobia, (3) Antisemitism, (4) Sexual, (5) Racism, (6) Misogyny, (7) Anticonservative, (8) Anti-disability and (9) Anti-leftist. Again, typical comments illustrated these
findings.

3.4

Comparing Oppositional Audiences’ and General Concerns

Munger and Phillips (2019) claimed that far-right audiences on YouTube have disproportional
impact on the broader engagement of online (political) content. In order to map the relation of
Oppositional Audiences’ concerns within the broader discourse on TYT, this section addresses
the approach to answer the second subquestion: How did the concerns of Oppositional Audiences
situate with the overall engagement of The Young Turks?
To answer this second question another dataset, from here on referred to as TYT dataset, was
created by inserting the ‘channel-id’ of TYT into the ‘video-list’ section of ‘YouTube Data Tools’
(Rieder, 2015). This provided all the retrievable videos of the most engaged with videos from 200512-21 to 2020-02-04 from YouTube’s API; including the number of views, likes, dislikes, and
comments.
First, this TYT dataset was uploaded to ‘Tableau’ allowing for an overtime chart of the engagement
metrics. Second, this selection was limited to the culture war period of 2014 till 2016 (around
fourteen thousand videos), to create four Top 10 video lists, i.e. likes, dislikes, comments, and
views. These videos were watched and qualitatively coded according to the themes they touched
on. These lists were compared to see if the concerns of OpAu reflect in the broader engagement.
Figure 3 presents the methodological roadmap.
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Figure 3.

3.5

Visualization Methodology Mapping of General Concerns on TYT

Contextualizing the Uyger-Harris Interview

Both Caleb Cain and the interviewees of De Correspondent revealed that the interview done by the
TYT host Cenk Uyger with the well-known atheist Sam Harris was a key moment in the online
culture wars on YouTube. This section operationalizes the third subquestion: What role did the
Uyger-Harris play in the engagement on TYT?
This question is answered by mapping the expressions of audiences in the comments section of
this debate captured under the video ‘Sam Harris and Cenk Uygur Clear the Air on Religious
Violence and Islam.’ First, the most-shared YouTube URL’s among OpA, ‘YouTube URL
metadata’ was extracted from the OpAu data set to see the prominence of the video (see OILab,
2019).
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Thereafter, comments were given meaning by following Laverty’ (2003) hermeneutic circle
methodology in which individual comments are interpreted in relation to the broader cultural
context. It thereby takes into account the cumulative nature of YouTube comments and expands
the interpretation to include all comments aiming to build on the (re)interpretation of this video.
The responses of the audience to this interview were illustrated by presenting illuminating
screenshots of responses. Figure 4 presents this circular method.

Watch UygerHarris Debate

Check for its role
within The
Young Turks

Read the
comments section

Check for its role
within the
broader cultural
context
Figure 4.

3.6

Hermeneutic Analysis of Uyger-Harris Debate

Discourse Analysis

Finally, based on the importance of the Uyger-Harris debate this comments section was
furthermore chosen as the object to answer the final subquestion: What were the dominant
metaphors framing political engagement on TYT?
The dataset was produced by extracting all the comments of the Uyger-Harris debate. These
comments were retrieved by entering the ‘video-id’ into the ‘video-info’ section of ‘YouTube Data
Tools’ (Rieder 2015). The analysis was limited to the hundred most liked comments until 2016.
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Following Pihlaja (2014), a discourse metaphor analysis was performed to reveal the sense making
metaphors of users. This was done by following Pragglejaz (2007) Metaphor Identification Process
(MIP) expanded on by Pihlaja (2014) (Figure 5).
The researcher
familiarises
himself with the
discourse data
If the metaphor
satisfies each of
the above, it is
coded as
metaphor

The researcher
works through
the data looking
for possible
metaphors

Check for
incongruity and
transfer to the
contextual
meaning

Check for its
meaning in the
discourse
context
Check for the
existence of
another, more
basic meaning

Figure 5.

Metaphor Identification Process (Pragglejaz, 2007; Pihlaja, 2014)

Pihlaja’s (2014) study of religious metaphors on YouTube recommended using a dictionary to
locate the basic meaning of metaphorical speech and drew upon the Bible to situate it within the
broader religious discourse. Translating this process to the investigation of the metaphors used by
audiences in the Uyger-Harris debate, Urban Dictionary, the online crowd sourced internet slang
dictionary, was used to reveal the broader discourse around online vernacular metaphors. This
means that the familiarization process was carried out as follows: (1) watch the video, (2) read the
comments, (3) qualitatively code the metaphors, (4) search them in Urban Dictionary, (5) repeat
until the located metaphors satisfies the reflection of the discourse.
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3.7

Methodological Limitations

The methodology of this thesis was designed to present a comprehensive description of the
engagement by reactionary audiences with progressive content. In line with Kozinets (2020), this
thesis employed numerical analyses to map concerns of audiences. The steps are highlighted in
detail and all data has been uploaded to ‘4CAT,’ which allows easy reproducibility.12 Based on
Kozinets, this qualitative investigation thereby aims to be rigorous. This section focuses on three
limitations concerning rigor: operationalization of Alternative Community, data collection, and
mapping of concerns.
First, this thesis operationalized the Alternative Community concept, i.e. the two-way communication
of audiences with alternative influencers, in line with the list of ‘reactionary’ and ‘progressive’
political channels classified by Tokmetzis et al. (2019b).13 However, this operationalization does
not neatly align with Lewis’ (2018) list of ‘members’ of the Alternative Influence Network. Lewis’
definition also includes important figures such as the Sam Harris who identifies as a progressive
with hard-hitting critique of The Left. However, he is not included in the Tokmetzis et al.’s data
set. Another important missing channel when it comes to presenting a representative picture of
reactionary and or far-right engagement on YouTube during 2010 and 2016 is Alex Jones’
InfoWars, which, according to May (2010) was another major channel following the 2008 U.S.
elections. InfoWars, however, has since been deplatformed as have other reactionary channels
included by Tokmetzis et al.

12

OpAu Dataset 2010: https://4cat.oilab.nl/results/02cdff9e4667d398a8849d97cfaf1e1b/
OpAu Dataset 2011: https://4cat.oilab.nl/results/8d4b53a90562d42258d53890dc439b04/
OpAu Dataset 2012: https://4cat.oilab.nl/results/e88b9cb9ce1cdbd071e7cdd4542a21dc/
OpAu Dataset 2013: https://4cat.oilab.nl/results/fd7ddbe839d9b1fa846ce22c1f68ac62/
OpAu Dataset 2014: https://4cat.oilab.nl/results/0fb9f5c0180e24f95f4eec5bf426fd93/
OpAu Dataset 2015: https://4cat.oilab.nl/results/5f0e9d9ca1d68cd9dac122e2d3658ab5/
OpAu Dataset 2016: https://4cat.oilab.nl/results/1c8ffd05851372c75f7451158e815cc7/
OpAu Dataset Total: https://4cat.oilab.nl/results/e0c8f72e037ddd466ab84f020d77c748/

13

An overview of the included channels can be provided upon request.
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By building on Tokmetzis et al.’s (2019b) dataset, this thesis followed their political classification.
However, as they themselves argued, “an exact categorization of channels and influencers is
practically impossible” due to a variety of reasons such as political developments of channels and
the differences in political philosophy concerning definitions such as ‘reactionary’ or ‘far-right’
(2019b, n.p.). 14 Their ‘progressive’ versus ‘reactionary’ distinction might thus not reflect the
opinions of the audiences or channels and are subject to political debate. Moreover, this
classification in the Dutch language was translated in an English language publication to “right”
versus “left” channels, while still referring to The Young Turks as “a popular progressive channel”
(Tokmetzis, 2019, n.p.). This thesis has opted for the terms ‘progressive’ and ‘reactionary’ to
capture the dynamics of channels and audiences aiming for new forms of social justice and those
mocking and debating those new forms. However, a critical look at political labeling is necessary.
In addition, the classification of reactionary audiences, i.e. audiences who commented at least a
hundred times on a reactionary classified channel in the period from 2010 till 2018, did not cover
the specific years in which these comments took place. The selection therefore contains both users
who, for example, commented only on The Young Turks until 2016 and then moved on to
reactionary content as well as those who commented on reactionary content in 2010 and
commented on The Young Turks in 2016, for instance. A more thorough distinction is necessary
to distinguish between a radicalization pathway (from progressive to far-right) and trolling audiences
that were merely looking for and enjoying ideological conflict.
A second issue on rigor is that this thesis scraped content from YouTube’s API which does not
always return all of the available content. In addition, as argued in section 2.3, YouTube data are
continuously revised by content moderators, channels, and users; thus, comments and/or (dis)likes
might differ depending on the date of scraping and/or viewing. This does not only concern the
Tokmetzis et al. (2019b) dataset but also the TYT dataset used. While the mapping of concerns
could be done using the timestamp of the comments, the additional insights created into the
broader engagement with TYT using likes and dislikes contain user responses as early as the date
videos were uploaded and as late as the time the data was scraped.

14

Quote is translated from Dutch.
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Finally, the limitation of using computer-assisted techniques is that it fails to consider semantic
contexts and ambiguous meanings. For instance, using lemmatization to code analytical units
might include words that do not belong in the same analytical unit. Per illustration, misspelled
terms such as ‘hilari clinton’ created a unit ‘hilari’ that was combined with the lemmatization of
‘hilarious’ as ‘hilari.’ The same goes for identity issue terms such as ‘black,’ which might refer to
the ‘black community’ or ‘Black Lives Matter’ but also to generic combination such as pointing to
a host wearing a ‘black tie.’ However, such ‘false positives’ were corrected for with the qualitative
close-readings and ‘keyword-in-context’ methods. These close-reading techniques have also been
detailed with visualizations to make the method as rigorous as possible. However, the qualitative
analyses of this thesis such as locating metaphors still relied on personal interpretations.
Corresponding these interpretations with other researchers, as Pihlaja (2014) recommended with
metaphor analyses, might have limited this interpretative bias. While this exceeded the scope of
this thesis, such correctives might be valuable for discovering additional metaphorical discourse
and reveal more insights into political engagement dynamics.
To conclude, while future (re)investigations critical of the political categorization, data collection
and methodological shortcomings might find a slightly different picture than the present study,
these changes do not seem to influence the broader argument of the thesis in terms of the type of
engagement happening on YouTube.
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4. Findings: Emerging Antagonisms
This section presents the findings, i.e. the results coming from the analyses of the engagements of
Oppositional Audiences (OpAu): those YouTube users that engaged with both progressive and
reactionary classified channels. The findings are presented in four sections, each addressing a
research question and together identifying how Oppositional Audiences engaged with progressive
content.

4.1

Online Culture Wars: From Government and Guns to Identity Politics

Following the prominence of Oppositional Audiences’ engagement with The Young Turks, this
section traced the development of the concerns expressed by these audiences in order to answer
the first subquestion: What were the concerns of Oppositional Audiences on The Young Turks?
Based on section 3.3, Figure 6 depicts the particular concerns of Oppositional Audiences
commenting on The Young Turks (TYT) between 2010 and 2016. The color highlights the tf-idf
score (blue stands for low and red for high).

Figure 6.

Oppositional Audiences’ concerns in TYT comments between 2010 and 2016
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Figure 6 discloses a change by these Oppositional Audiences from concerns such as Guns and
Government towards identity issues as Black, White, and Muslim. This transition towards identity
issues started in the 2014 comments, and more prominently took shape in 2015. To get a sense of
how users were addressing the predominant topics ‘government’ and ‘guns’ prior to the transition
to identity issues, Figure 7 displays the general structure of Oppositional Audiences’ comments
mentioning ‘government is…’ in 2011 and Figure 8 of ‘guns’ in the 2012 TYT comments.

Figure 7.

Structure of Oppositional Audiences’ Government--comments on TYT in 2011

Figure 7 shows that Oppositional Audiences were mostly concerned with what the ‘government
is not,’ often refer to the government as ‘corrupt’ or ‘the problem,’ and especially the role it is
‘supposed to’ have.
Next, Figure 8 presents the general structure of comments mentioning ‘gun’ in 2012 TYT
comments.
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Figure 8.

Structure of Oppositional Audiences’ Gun-comments on TYT in 2012

In line with the debates around the role of the government, Figure 8 reveals that Guns were
especially commented on by these Oppositional Audiences in relation to Control and Laws. A
close reading of these comments on Control and Laws disclosed that many agreed on the fact that
government regulations are not the solution and that people who (ab)use guns are responsible for
their own actions.
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The discussions of Oppositional Audiences around Government in 2011 and Guns around 2012
show a critical and selective interpretation of the content produced by TYT. While TYT was highly
critical of the government around the time it started, as a progressive channel it was much in favor
of many legislative attempts by the Obama administration. Moreover, TYT’s founder Cenk Uyger
already in 2009 wrote about being in favor of gun control legislation (Uyger, 2009). Audiences thus
were already very critical of the Obama supporting sentiments that TYT expressed.
Around 2014, the discourse on TYT moved from Guns and Government towards identity issues.
Along with this shift, TYT’s comments sections started to become increasingly negative and
hostile; often directly addressing the coverage of TYT itself. On September 4th, 2014, TYT released
a video commenting on the most influential YouTube celebrity PewDiePie, who considered the
possibility of disabling his comments sections in the future after being continuously harassed. This
led the hosts Cenk Uygur and Ana Kasparian to the following observation (The Young Turks,
2014b).

“[PewDiePie] is on to something. And with ‘on to something’ I don’t mean there is hateful
comments on YouTube. Of course, everybody knows that, that’s happened from day one. I
mean that when I see the comments sections on our videos, in the past it used to be mixed,
right? Positive, negative. Now it seems like the way that how they have arranged the algorithm,
or however they organize it, it seems like mostly negative comments show up at the top. Even
if a video will have 99 percent favorability rating, ‘likes’ to ‘dislikes,’ you will see nothing but
negative comments at the top”
Quote 1. Observation TYT hosts Uygur and Kasparian on 2014 Comments

Quote 1 reveals that in 2014 TYT noticed a profound shift in their comments sections and the
audience perception of their channel. As argued in section 2.2, 2014 was the year that many of the
online discourses started to shift towards identity issues, which Nagle (2017) termed as online culture
wars, i.e. a period of mockery of political correctness and identity politics. To sense how TYT itself
was received during this time that Online Culture Wars concerns picked up, Figures 9 and 10 show
the Oppositional Audiences’ perceptions on TYT between 2014 and 2016 located in the comment
structures: ‘TYT is a …’ and ‘TYT is the …’
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Figure 9.

Structure of OpAu “TYT is a …”-comments on TYT from 2014 to 2016

Figure 9 reveals that TYT was tied to terms as ‘joke,’ ‘propaganda,’ ‘racist,’ ‘fucking,’ and
‘progressive.’ A close reading revealed that Oppositional Audiences perceived this YouTube
channel increasingly as the embodiment of what was wrong with progressive discourse. They were
concerned with the way that TYT was covering issues such as the Black Lives Matter movement –
addressing police brutality on young African Americans – and/or the contradictions between the
strict Islamic doctrine and liberal values of equality and freedom of choice. One typical commenter
wrote: “TYT is a bunch of clowns who got too popular. Their [they’re] more regressive than
progressive” (2016-11-09).
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Figure 10.

Structure of OpAu “TYT is the …”-comments on TYT from 2014 to 2016

Figure 10 highlights that Oppositional Audiences expressed that they no longer thought of TYT
as a rebellious channel that opposed mainstream media and/or government, but as the Fox News
of the Left, referring to Fox News’ inherent and journalistic inappropriate bias towards right-wing
ideology. The comments concerning TYT as ‘mainstream’ or ‘regressive’ were tied up in the
discussions on identity issues. A common accusation was that TYT was ‘racist’ and ‘lying’ and
‘hypocritical’ when it came to stories about African Americans and/or Muslims and therefore had
a particular agenda to promote rather than to ‘tell the truth.’
To sense how these identity issues related to the rising resentment against TYT from 2014 to 2016,
the comment structure concerning ‘Black’ and ‘Muslims’ were set-out. Taking the predominance
of the term ‘apologist’ in discourse around Muslims, Figure 11 displays the comment structure of
the Oppositional Audiences around ‘Muslim apologist…’ between 2014 and 2016.
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Figure 11.

Structure of OpAu ‘Muslim apologist”-comments on TYT from 2014 to 2016

Figure 11 reveals that Oppositional Audiences mostly referred to TYT as Muslim apologist network,
deeming that many of the TYT topics about Muslims were ‘bullshit.’ The general sentiment is that
the topic of Islam brings forward an inherent contradiction in contemporary left-wing ideology in
the sense that liberals want equality and freedom, while also being considerate of other cultures
and identities; in the case of Islam this position is perceived to be timely and logically impossible.
Another important identity politics issue that appeared from 2014 to 2016 was related to ‘black.’
Most comments containing the term were concerned with the political movement Black Lives
Matter. Figure 12 displays the most common OpAu comment structure on ‘Black Lives Matter is
…’
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Figure 12.

Structure of OpAu ‘Black live matter is …’-comments on TYT from 2014 to 2016

Most Oppositional Audiences referred to the Black Lives Matter movement as ‘racist,’ ‘terrorist,’
‘cancerous,’ ‘stupid,’ and ‘joke.’ This was the broader reactionary sentiment that deemed the
movement a primary example of identity politics that poisoned the political discourse. Black Lives
Matter is an activist movement that arose after police officer George Zimmerman, who shot the
African American teen Trayvon Martin in February 2012, was acquitted from wrongdoing (CNN
Editorial Research, 2020). Many in the black community felt this was yet another symbol for police
brutality of white cops abusing their power to harm and mistreat African Americans. The
movement received backlash in right-wing media as being divisive as ‘All Lives Matter.’ Adding to
this divisiveness, a counter movement named ‘Blue Lives Matter’ arose after two police officers
were shot in Ferguson (Guariglia, 2017). Many Oppositional Audiences commented on the Black
Lives Matter movement as racist in that it divided the population between black and white lives.
Moreover, they felt that some of the Black Lives Matter violence made them into a ‘Domestic
Terrorist Movement.’
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Oppositional Audiences generally commented that TYT had an unsavory agenda when covering
topics concerning race. Figure 13 displays the common critique on TYT concerning ‘race,’ located
in the comment structure ‘race…’ between 2014 and 2016.

Figure 13.

Structure of OpAu ‘Race…’-comments on TYT from 2014 to 2016

The common critique on TYT was that the channel was ‘race baiting’ or ‘playing the race card.’ In
an exploratory research project, race baiting was argued to originate as a term signifying the act of
being racist but became known in reactionary internet culture as using race for economic or
political gains by liberal media outlets (Keulenaar et al., 2019). Many Oppositional Audiences
commented that TYT was pandering and capitalizing on the left-wing hegemony of political
correctness and social justice.
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The Oppositional Audiences’ comments concerning these identity related issues increasingly
became part of a wider culture war conversation happening online, appropriating well-known
online culture war lexicons. Figure 14 reveals the particular hate-speech and culture war discourses
of Oppositional Audiences commenting on TYT between 2010 and 2016.

Figure 14.

Online Culture Wars Discourse in OpAu TYT Comments from 2010 to 2016

Figure 14 displays that culture-war-based lexicons picked up around 2015. While the broad hatebased concerns such as Anti-Disability, Misogyny, and Homophobia were relatively constant
between 2010 and 2016, Anti-left, Anti-Conservative, Islamophobia, and Antisemitism issues rose
around 2015. Moreover, Figure 14 shows that such war-like lexicons were rapidly increasing after
the 2016 U.S. elections. A close reading of the comments by Oppositional Audiences identified
that the Anti-left discourse mostly comprised terms such as Social Justice Warriors (SJW), Libtard,
and Feminazi. One typical commenter wrote: “More Feminazi sjw crap […] Yet people still give
Fox news a hard time and give TYT a free pass when they go far left” (2015-01-18).
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The opposition to ‘regressive’ left-wing politics erupted around the 2016 U.S. presidential
campaign and the victory of Donald Trump as TYT became the symbol for discussions of identity
issues for the Oppositional Audiences. The 2016 election was a catalyst in the highly polarized
U.S. political climate, erupting in many – physical – confrontations (see Neiwert, 2017). When
Trump became a serious candidate for the presidency, TYT explained that while they used to have
a ban on covering Trump, they would actively expose Trump and his political campaign for the
ridiculous attention seeking act that it was (The Young Turks, 2015). For instance, in the run-up
to the elections they started a sub channel on YouTube called Rebel HQ, presenting a highly activist
form of coverage in which they would first actively support Bernie Sanders, and moved on to
support Hillary Clinton when she became the Democratic candidate, with highly anti-Trump
coverage (Grigoryan & Suetzl, 2019).
As the 2016 elections came closer and political tension rose, there were many instances in which
political protests and/or rallies turned violent. For instance, Trump supporters attacked and
harassed Hillary Clinton supporters during a rally (The Young Turks, 2016). Similarly, Clinton
and/or anti-Trump supporters attacked Trump supporters. TYT covered these types of protests
and clashes on both sides and their video titled Trump Supporters Attacked By Protesters received much
attention from Oppositional Audiences. The video shows the commentary of a TYT panel on
footage highlighting Trump supporters being ‘sucker-punched’ and ‘egged’ by anti-Trump
supporters and calling them racists. The TYT-panel condemned these types of actions and argued
for non-violent protests. However, the Oppositional Audiences in the comments sections were
generally frustrated by the fact that after their condemnation of the violence, TYT immediately
moved on to a political discussion of the horrible things Trump and his supporters had been doing.
Trump and the 2016 election were for many Oppositional Audiences a revelatory moment during
the online culture wars. This broad sentiment is perhaps best captured by the following comment
on the aforementioned video (Quote 2).
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“The mental gymnastics these leftists go in for are hilarious. Their people violently attack
Trump supporters, yet they try to flip the blame onto Trump. The more they attack
Trump the more popular he becomes. This is because, as TYT so ably demonstrates, the
leftist argument is politically, economically and morally bankrupt. Right across the western
word people are sick to death of the leftist agenda that has dominated political discourse
for 50 years. The left thought it had won the culture wars, yet it's assumptions are being
challenged and overturned on every front and they are afraid. Trump's popularity is the
apotheosis of this change in consciousness, that's why they hate and constantly attack
him. But for all of the constant jibes that seek among other things to question Trump's
competency, it is they who lack the intelligence to see that their barrage of petty abuse is
actually helping not hindering Trump's progress. So, keep it up TYT (and all the rest) you
are working for Donald Trump and you don't even realise it!” (2016-06-04).
Quote 2. Comment on Trump Supporters Attacked By Protesters

Quote 2 captures – and explains to others reading the comments section – how the TYT
video and its political discourse fitted within the wider historical and cultural framing of the
culture wars. Quote 2 thereby illustrates that, beyond emotive political insults with culture
war lexicons, there was a more self-reflective understanding about the broader political
discussion and its manifestations on YouTube.

4.2

Shifting the Conversation: Broader Impact of Anti-TYT Discourse

The previous section showed the development of online culture war issues for Oppositional
Audiences. This section, following methodology section 3.4, contextualizes these comments in the
broader engagement with TYT by comparing their engagement metrics. This section starts with
charting the overall engagement metrics of TYT. Thereafter presenting four tables of the Top 10
engaged with videos from 2014 to 2016 per metric: Views, Likes, Dislikes, and Comments. To this
end it addressed the second subquestion of this thesis: How did Oppositional Audiences’ concerns compare
to the overall engagement on TYT?
Figure 15 provides an overview of the engagement metrics of TYT over time: Comments, Dislikes,
Likes, and Views, between 2005 and 2020.
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Figure 15.

Views, Likes, Dislikes, and Comments on The Young Turks (2005-2020)

Figure 15 highlights that along with the prevalence of online culture war issues, the overall
engagement with TYT content picked up in early 2015. While the number of Dislikes is low in
comparison with Likes, the Dislikes seems to follow the trajectory of the culture war in that it
reaches its peak near the 2016 U.S. presidential elections and then rapidly declines. This suggests
that the frustration of Oppositional Audiences with progressive politics around the 2016 election
is also captured in their disliking behavior.
In order to contextualize these Views, Likes, Dislikes, and Comments and to relate them to the
concerns of Oppositional Audiences, the next four tables highlight the Top 10 Videos of each
metric and presents a qualitative coding to the videos to get a sense of the concerns addressed in
these videos. First, Table 1 highlights the ten most-viewed videos on TYT.
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Positions

Video Titles

Views

Dates

Themes

1

Spent: Looking For Change
(Documentary)

12.247.199

2014-06-04

Social Security

2

Cop Freaks Out When Armed
Residents Answer Door

10.159.223

2016-04-20

Police/ Violence

3

You'll Never Flirt The Same After
Watching This

10.053.497

2014-04-16

Entertainment/ Men
Self-Help

4

Cop Arrests Cop & That's When
Her Troubles Begin... [RARE
VIDEO]

9.709.486

2014-02-12

Police

5

Police Shoot and Kill Dog in Front
of Owner (Graphic Video)

7.824.310

2013-07-03

Police/ Violence

6

Angry Ivanka Trump Walks Out
Of Cosmo Interview

7.699.233

2016-09-16

Trump

7

Handcuffed Man Murdered By
Police Officer (Disturbing Video)

7.55.5172

2014-06-19

Police/ Violence

8

Citizen Pulls Over Cop, Demands
ID & It’s Amazing

7.512.540

2014-10-21

Police

9

The WORST Answer In Debate
History

7.207.779

2015-12-17

Trump/ 2016
election

10

Racist Punched Out For N-Word
Tirade

7.180.015

2013-07-16

Racism

Table 1.

Top 10 Most-Viewed Videos on The Young Turks between 2014 and 2016

Table 1 reveals that the most-viewed video is a progressive type of documentary looking at social
security of Americans who are living paycheck to paycheck and the need for drastic reforms in the
country. Other prominent videos negatively and provocatively cover Trump and his daughter;
aligning with the proclaimed activist coverage of the Trump by TYT. Also, a more general selfhelp video is in this list, in which the hosts discusses the tactics to attract women from the male
point of view. The most common theme among these videos is the police; either in a tough
situation or, mostly, crossing the line of their authority. It appears that many audiences that had
TYT in their media diet mainly watched videos that concerned the (ab)use of power by the law; as
was also highlighted in the previous section on the concerns of Oppositional Audiences.
Next, Table 2 highlights the Top 10 most-liked videos on TYT.
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Positions

Video Titles

Likes

Dates

Themes

1

Bernie Sanders | The Young Turks
Interview (FULL)

75,391

2016-03-24

2016 Election

2

Citizen Pulls Over Cop, Demands ID &
It’s Amazing

72,829

2014-10-21

Police Violence

3

The WORST Answer In Debate History

56,482

2015-12-17

Trump/ 2016 Election

4

Bill Maher Destroyed Again And Again
By Reza Aslan

53,838

2014-10-01

Islam/ Atheism

5

Fox News vs Harvard On ISIS Turns
Into Embarrassing Ignorance Fest

52,887

2014-10-10

Islam

6

Ben Affleck Angrily Defends Islam
Against Bill Maher/Sam Harris

50,279

2014-10-07

Islam/ Atheism

7

You'll Never Flirt The Same After
Watching This

49,073

2014-04-16

Entertainment

8

Hero Prevents Bus Rape And This Is
The Thanks He Gets

48,157

2016-11-02

Police Violence/ Racism

9

White Supremacist Finds Out His
Ancestors Were Black (VIDEO)

46,204

2013-11-13

Racism

10

5 Reasons Why Finland Is A Global
Education Leader

43,394

2016-08-15

Education

Table 2.

Top 10 Most-Liked Videos on The Young Turks between 2014 and 2016

Table 2 shows that one of the videos that received most positive participation was an interview
with Bernie Sanders. From the start, TYT was actively supporting the presidential candidate
Sanders and covered his campaign like that of former president Barack Obama when they started
to gain a larger following during the 2008 U.S. election – a progressive revolution against the
establishment. While this Top 10 Likes reveals similarities to the Top 10 Views on topics such as
Trump and the police, the main difference is the videos concerning Islam and Atheism which are
prominent in the Top 10 Likes.
Next, Table 3 highlights the most-disliked videos on TYT.
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Position

Video Titles

Dislikes

Dates

Themes

1

Ben Affleck Angrily Defends Islam Against Bill
Maher/Sam Harris

42,188

2014-10-07

Islam/ Atheism

2

Cenk Uygur Explains What Happened With Alex
Jones And Roger Stone At Republican National
Convention

37,486

2016-07-22

2016 election

3

Conservative Talking Down To Transgender
Ends Badly

37,486

2015-07-23

Identity Politics

4

Cop Freaks Out When Armed Residents Answer
Door

37,486

2016-11-09

Police Violence

5

American Sniper Chris Kyle Was Full Of Lies,
Just Like The Movie

37,486

2015-01-27

Political
Correctness

6

SHAME On Women Who Voted For Trump |
Election Day Coverage 2016

24,850

2016-11-09

2016 Election /
Identity Politics

7

Bill Maher Destroyed Again And Again By Reza
Aslan

24,728

2014-10-01

Islam/ Atheism

8

We Just Gave America To A Fascist | Election
Day Coverage 2016

24,625

2016-11-09

2016 election

9

Police Shoot and Kill Dog in Front of Owner
(Graphic Video)

23,808

2013-07-03

Police Violence

10

Angry Ivanka Trump Walks Out Of Cosmo
Interview

23,462

2014-10-01

2016 election

Table 3.

Top 10 Most-Disliked Videos on The Young Turks between 2014 and 2016

Table 3 concerning Dislikes reveals new themes such as political correctness and identity politics
that were prominent during the online culture war. The most-disliked video on TYT concerns
Uyger’ commentary on Sam Harris. The video on spot number two is worth addressing as an
important moment in the coverage of the 2016 election on YouTube. It presents the moment that
the two biggest political channels on the video platform, InfoWars (Alex Jones) and The Young
Turks, meet during a Republican Convention. The video shows Jones walking on to the set of
TYT with a ‘Bill Clinton is a rapist’ t-shirt and after he provokes Uyger with some remarks the two
almost come to a physical struggle. One TYT commentator, Jimmy Dore, spits water on Jones
and bystanders have to rush the stage in order to prevent a fight from breaking out. This was a
significant moment in the 2016 election coverage of TYT.
Finally, Table 4 highlights the most commented-on videos of TYT.
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Position

Video Titles

Comments

Dates

Themes

1

Sam Harris and Cenk Uygur Clear the Air
on Religious Violence and Islam

44,356

2014-10-23

Islam/ Atheism

2

Alex Jones And Roger Stone Interrupt The
Young Turks Republican National
Convention Coverage

40,902

2016-07-21

2016 Election

3

Ben Affleck Angrily Defends Islam Against
Bill Maher/Sam Harris

35,297

2014-10-07

Islam/ Atheism

4

Cenk Uygur Explains What Happened With
Alex Jones And Roger Stone At Republican
National Convention

34,770

2016-07-22

2016 Election

5

Inventor Defends The Knee Defender And
Offers 'Courtesy Cards'

31,203

2014-08-29

Police Violence/
Racism

6

Why People Should Be Outraged at
Zimmerman's 'Not Guilty' Verdict

29,173

2013-07-15

Police Violence/
Racism

7

Cop Freaks Out When Armed Residents
Answer Door

27,995

2016-04-20

Police Violence/
Racism

8

Atheists React To Creationist Saying
Dinosaurs Were On Noah's Ark

23,636

2014-04-19

Atheism

9

Bill Maher Destroyed Again And Again By
Reza Aslan

21,006

2014-10-01

Islam/ Atheism

10

Tomi Lahren's STUPID Response To Jesse
Williams’ BET Award Speech About
Racism

20,286

2016-06-30

Racism

Table 4.

Top 10 Most Commented-on Videos on The Young Turks between 2014 and 2016

Table 4 reveals three main themes: Islam/Atheism, Police Violence, and the 2016 Election.
Especially revealing is that the most-commented on videos align with the most-disliked videos.
Confrontations between Sam Harris and Alex Jones attracted both the most dislikes and the most
comments. In line with these confrontations, the most commented-on video is the debate between
Sam Harris and Cenk Uyger, which in section 2.2 was described as one of the crucial moments for
Oppositional Audiences to change their opinion about what it means to be progressive and
especially in reconsidering how a progressive deals with the Islam issue.
In sum, the most-viewed content on TYT was progressive, while the content that attracted most
active engagement had to do with Islam, atheism, and alleged racism by police officers. When it
thus comes to the most active form of participation, i.e. commenting, the sentiments of
Oppositional Audiences are very well represented in the overall engagement with TYT.
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4.3

Moment of Truth: The Uyger-Harris Debate

The previous sections showed the rising progressive resentment of Oppositional Audiences in line
with the overall TYT engagement. As described in section 2.2, Oppositional Audiences argued
that the debate between founder of TYT Cenk Uyger and Sam Harris was a moment of truth for
them in their rejection of TYT. This section addresses the third subquestion: What role did the UygerHarris play in the engagement on TYT? It first provides an additional table highlighting the importance
of the debate by mapping the most shared videos by Oppositional Audiences in their comments.
It then further delves into the meaning of the debate by contextualizing it within the broader
cultural and political discourse in which it originated.
Table 5 presents the most shared videos highlighting the importance of the Uyger-Harris debate.
The title of the debate is Sam Harris and Cenk Uygur Clear the Air on Religious Violence and Islam.

Positions

Video Titles

Shares

Dates

Themes

1

Sam Harris and Cenk Uygur Clear the
Air on Religious Violence and Islam

272

2014-10-23

Islam/ Atheism

2

Ben Affleck Angrily Defends Islam
Against Bill Maher/Sam Harris

139

2014-10-07

Islam/ Atheism

3

'Draw Muhammad' Contest Organizer
Ups The Hate Following Shooting

95

2015-05-05

Islam/ Atheism

4

This Holy Book Is Full Of Appalling
Violence

78

2014-10-09

Islam/ Atheism

5

Anti-Rape Activist Releases Disturbing
Sex Tape

49

2015-06-13

Rape

6

American Teen Arrested Attempting To
Join Lover In ISIS

48

2014-07-04

Islam/ Atheism

7

Bill Maher Destroyed Again And Again
By Reza Aslan

46

2014-10-01

Islam/ Atheism

8

Kidnapped Teen Girls Forced To Marry

45

2014-05-01

Islam/ Atheism

9

NEW DETAILS From Cologne Attacks
Emerge

40

2016-01-09

Islam/ Atheism

10

Response To Disgusting UC Santa
Barbara Shooter Supporter

36

2014-05-28

Gun Violence

Table 5.

Top 10 Most Shared Videos in TYT Comments Sections (2014 - 2016)
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Table 5 reveals that the Top 10 Videos shared by Oppositional Audiences were all from TYT and
mostly related to Islam and Atheism. The most frequently shared video is by far Sam Harris and
Cenk Uygur Clear the Air on Religious Violence and Islam and the Uyger-Harris debate is thus deemed
to be worth spreading to other users according the Oppositional Audiences. Close reading the
videos in Table 5 in relation to the Uyger-Harris debate, revealed that two other videos were tied
into the context of this debate and that it was the culmination of a broader cultural and political
moment in 2014: (1) Bill Maher Destroyed Again And Again By Reza Aslan, and (2) Ben Affleck Angrily
Defends Islam Against Bill Maher/Sam Harris. These videos together reflect a series of controversial
remarks and discussions involving the comedian and atheist talk show host Bill Maher, the
religious scholar Reza Aslan, and the philosopher and neuroscientist Sam Harris.
In 2014, Bill Maher had a segment on his show Real Time with Bill Maher on the close relation
between extremist violence and Islam. This segment had a significant impact on the wider national
conversation on Islam, and on September 30th, 2014 the religious scholar Reza Aslan was invited
on CNN to talk about Maher’s critique. Aslan argued that Maher’s remarks were reiterations of
common misconceptions that were bigoted and racist, and that Maher was “not really
sophisticated” when it came to Islam. The interview grew increasingly confrontational when CNN
hosts started pushing back on Aslan’s points by referring to the suppression of human rights in
Muslim countries, which Aslan took off as “stupid”. For Aslan, the suppression of human rights
in some Islamic countries was not the result of the doctrine of Islam, but the product of their
historical and socio-economic developments. Consequently, critiquing countries for their
supposed ‘Islamic’ traditions was misleading according to Aslan (CNN, 2014). On October 1st,
Cenk Uyger provided his take on the matter in a segment called ‘cat-fight’ in a video titled: Bill
Maher Destroyed Again and Again by Reza Aslan. Uyger mainly reiterated the critique levelled by Aslan
and claimed that that he had “pulverized” CNN and that the arguments made by pundits such as
Maher do not hold up under scrutiny (The Young Turks, 2014a) (see Figure 16).
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Figure 16.

TYT Responding to Bill Maher and Reza Aslan Controversy (October 1st, 2014)

Two days later, on the 3rd of October, Bill Maher invited Sam Harris on his show as the writer of
the book The End of Faith (2004), which was conceived off mostly after the 9/11 terror attack. Both
Harris and Maher are self-described liberals (American Democrats) but align in that progressives
failed to assess the extremism and Jihad threats inherent in Islamic religion and its subjugation of
women and that this was deliberately held below the surface as it was an ‘uncomfortable truth.’
Harris and Maher received heavy push back from the invited panel and especially from Hollywood
actor Ben Affleck, who termed their ideas “gross,” “racist,” and “Islamophobic” (The Young
Turks, 2014d).
The segment of Sam Harris on Bill Maher show increased the widespread media attention for the
danger of Islam and again Cenk provided his take on the matter in a video titled: Ben Affleck Angrily
Defends Islam Against Bill Maher/Sam Harris. In this segment he reiterated the points made in the
previous segment and argued that, again, it was shown that such views do not hold up under
scrutiny (Figure 17).
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Figure 17.

TYT on debate between Ben Affleck and Sam Harris on Bill Maher (October 3rd, 2014)

A couple of weeks after the segment of Harris on Maher’s show and the heavy critique Harris
received from TYT and other commentators, Harris wrote a letter to Uyger and requested a debate
in order to set the record straight. This long running ‘feud’ and or ‘discussion’ led to the highly
anticipated and most engaged with video on TYT: Sam Harris and Cenk Uygur Clear the Air on
Religious Violence and Islam. The interview itself took three hours and touches on the doctrines of
different religions and their position towards violence. In the debate Uyger, as a former Muslim,
makes the claim that all religions are equally wrong about the existence of God and the dogmatic
belief in scripture and that he left Islam because of this realization. However, he deemed it unfair
of critics to emphasize Islamic violence as opposed to that inherent in other religions. Harris, on
the other hand, agrees that all the religions are wrong but that one has to be able to distinguish the
various degrees to which religious ideas form the basis for dangerous ideas. In the case of Islam
this is especially necessary and often impossible due to political sensitivity, Harris argues. Uploaded
on October 23rd, 2014, the video currently has around four million views and is the most
commented on video of TYT with almost four and a half thousand comments (The Young Turks,
2014c) (Figure 18).
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Figure 18.

Sam Harris on TYT in 2014 discussion with Cenk Uyger

As Lewis (2018) described, the debate between Uyger and Harris was the reason for the Alternative
Influencer Dave Rubin to leave TYT and start his own channel. Moreover, according to Roose
(2019) and Tokmetzis et al. (2019a), this was a moment of truth in the foundation of the
Alternative Influence Network. A close reading of the comments section reveals that many viewers
commented that TYT no longer presented the honest counter to established and dogmatic beliefs
that drew them to the channel. The trope ‘I unsubscribed after this video’ became a prominent
one in the comments section. As one commenter remarks (Quote 3), the comments section was
highly negative of the ‘non-sense’ of Uyger and rather positive about Harris’ perspective.

Quote 3. Typical comment on Uyger-Harris discussion (Captured June 11, 2020)
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According to comment captured in Quote 3, Uyger was blinded by his ideology. The comments
sections of TYT had always contained critique, as remarked in section 4.1. However, it seems that
this interview did significantly damage the credibility of TYT’s counter positioning (Quote 4).

Quote 4. Highly liked comment on Uyger-Harris (Captured June 11, 2020)

To this day, June 2020, the ‘unsubscribed comment’ is a common trope in the comments section
that makes users reflect and comment on their political history on the YouTube platform and the
moment they viewed this video before unsubscribing to TYT (Quote 5).

Quote 5. Comment replies to comment Uyger-Harris (Captured June 11, 2020)
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Quote 5 received 366 Likes and 20 replies from users who agreed and stated their motivation to
keep returning to the video and engage in the comments section. One user referred to the return
to the video as an ‘anniversary,’ presumably for the moment TYT lost its credibility. Others argued
that they changed their opinion after the 2016 election and/or that they were ‘late to the party’ in
seeing the progressives for the ‘scum’ they were. One user referred to this video as his or her
moment of ‘clarity’ and that s/he now returned to the comments sections for ‘laughs’ or to ‘redpill’ others in the comments section. The ‘red-pill’ metaphor was often used to denote a particular
moment in which audiences changed crucial aspects of their world view (Hawley, 2017). The redpill metaphor was taken from the film The Matrix in which the protagonist Neo has to choose
between either taking the red-pill, i.e. to reveal the painful truth about the world as it ‘actually is,’
or, take the blue-pill, i.e. to keep being happily blinded by the ‘simulation’ that covers up his
oppression. The moment of clarity thus refers for audiences to the moment that they ‘finally’
perceived the TYT agenda, especially concerning Islam, for a politically correct falsehood.
Finally, besides the statements about leaving TYT and the meta commentary on TYT’s bias, one
commenter revealed his or her journey after this debate in detail as s/he writes:

“The first time I watched this interview I had no idea who Sam Harris was. I had never heard
of him, I was a fan of tyt and I fully expected to agree with Cenk. I kept waiting for the part
where Sam revealed himself to be a lying, irrational bigot/racist/islamophobe...and it never
came. As much as I wanted to, I couldn’t find a single thing Sam said that was wrong. Now I’m
an huge fan of Sam, I’ve read all his books and listened to all his talks and I only hate watch tyt.
Cenk has gone so far down the regressive shit hole, his stupidity and hypocrisy and blatant
racism is astonishing to watch.”15
Quote 6. Commenter on political journey after TYT (Captured June 11, 2020)

Quote 6 received around 800 likes and captures the process of moving towards Alternative
Influencers. In line with Lewis’ (2018) argument on YouTube’s hosting practice, it seems a
productive way to reach new audiences. Moreover, it is especially revealing in the context of the
rising resentment in TYT’s comments sections is that the users in Quote 5 and 6 claims to continue
‘hate watching’ the channel and to show others what it wrong with their content by commenting.

15

No screenshot is presented of this comment as the amount of text makes it unreadable in image form.
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4.4

Annihilating TYT: Metaphors in Political Discourse

The insights following from the aforementioned analyses reveal that TYT’s comments sections
offered an important place to engage with alternative politics, which increasingly (re)established
the image of ‘The Left’ as a political ideology consumed by political correctness and identity
politics; with the Uyger-Harris debate as a key example. As denoted in section 2.3, the underlying
metaphors of engagement reveal much about the values of a particular YouTube community. This
section focuses on the underlying metaphors in the Uyger-Harris debate following the
methodology set out in section 3.4. Thereby addressing the final subquestion: What were the dominant
metaphors framing political engagement on TYT?
Table 6 presents the main metaphorical terms used in the comments on the Uyger-Harris debate.

War

Game and Pop Culture

Cognitive Impairment

Revelation

Upper Hand

Donald Duck interview Gore Vidal

10-year-old

Bight Side

Defensive

Fred Flintstone goofy tv sitcom dad

Child

Clear

Annihilated

Deserves and Oscar

Drunk Frat Boy

Blinded

Face Off

Rape on Pornhub

Retarded

Exposed

Insufferable

Floyd Mayweather fighting my Grandmother

Stupid

Mauled

Brown Shrek

Foolish

Outgunned

Bitch Slapped

Two-year-old

Massacred

Owned

Adult

Destroyed

Intellectual League

Maturity

Intellectual Black Belt

Intellectual Ability

Ass handed

Talk Over Your Head

Pwned

State of Denial

Arena
Intellectual bullying
Table 6.

Metaphors in Comments Section of Harris and Uyger 2014 Debate
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Table 6 reveals four categories of metaphors: (1) War, (2) Gaming and Pop Culture (3) Cognitive
impairment, and (4) Revelation. First, the war metaphor reveals the hyperbolic language that
coincides with such a metaphor. Uyger and Harris had a ‘face off’ in which their ideas were
‘defended’ and the other was ‘annihilated.’ The key of this war metaphor is that we feel we have
to take sides and, consequentially, consider the other as an enemy; i.e. one is right and the other is
wrong according to Lakoff and Johnson (1980). Most commenters side with Harris and attack
Uyger. Another important implication of this metaphor is that if we win an argument, a particular
territory is conquered; but if we lose, we have to “abandon it” and/or take a “new line of defense”
(1980, p. 22). YouTube’s alternative community, as pointed out in section 2.3, has always operated
quite explicitly from the metaphor of war and in line with this metaphor TYT’s Uygur lost this
particular battle.
These warlike metaphors are often captured with metaphors from popular culture. Lewis (2018)
argued that an important part of the popularity of the AIN was a “debate-focused genre” emerging
in early 2018 called bloodsports, i.e. the combination of “political discourse” and “blurred
entertainment” (p. 33). A close reading of the comments section of the Uyger-Harris debate
revealed that this was already an instance of early bloodsports in which Uyger was bitch slapped:
“the humiliating act of slapping someone across the face. To be avoided” (bitch slapped, 2004);
or owned, i.e. “total and undeniable dominance of a person, group of people or situation as to make
them/it akin to ones bitch” (owned, 2003). Both are familiar metaphors in online gaming culture.
Moreover, the debate was being compared to a ‘rape’ and therefore could not even be uploaded
to Pornhub as it by-passed legal categories of humiliation. Both debaters were often referred to as
game, series, or movie characters that represented their styles and/or physical appearances. Finally,
the fact that this debate is conceived as an ‘arena’ for ideas and Sam Harris had an ‘intellectual
blackbelt’ strengthens the notion that this discussion on Islam and religion was about ‘winning.’
Building on these more internet vernacular expressions of metaphorical concepts, the category
cognitively impaired implicitly refers to its opposite: the ‘smart.’ Uyger was referred to as a ‘drunk frat
boy’ who was in a ‘state of denial;’ implicitly positioning Harris as the ‘sober’ person trying to talk
some sense into Uyger. Slightly more positive, the metaphor ‘child’ evokes its opposite ‘adult,’
which induces an image of an educational process, i.e. one transitions from a child towards becoming
an adult: the left progressive commented on is expected to become more reasonable in the end.
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The child metaphor has a specific meaning in gaming culture and YouTube more broadly and
establishes an ingroup and outgroup sentiment. For instance, one of the first definitions that
comes up when one searches for ‘13-year-old’ in the Urban Dictionary is: “An idiot looking up
definitions on urban dictionary” (13 year old, 2019). This ‘trolling’ definition reveals that the
metaphor captured a clueless internet user that fails to understand the logic of the particular online
discourse. More specific to YouTube, a ‘9-year-old’ has been defined as “what soldiers of the
Pewdiepie army are called” (9 year old, 2018). PewDiePie is one of the most successful and
influential YouTubers. The Young Turks also referred to their audiences as an ‘army.’ Thus, the
metaphor of war and the process of growing up come together.
Finally, the category revelation contains conspiratorial metaphors in which the ‘truth’ about TYT
and about progressive politics was exposed and, consequently, hidden before. Audiences stated
that Uyger and his TYT were blind from seeing the true nature of The Left and the inherent
problems with Islam. Overall, The Left was defending an indefensible position that required new
attackers to reveal the hidden nature of its retarded position.
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5. Discussion: Antagonisms and Alliances
The findings’ section revealed the engagement of Oppositional Audiences (OpAu): reactionary
audiences who reacted extensively on progressive content. It mapped their concerns on the
prominent progressive YouTube channel The Young Turks (TYT), displayed their concerns in
relation to overall TYT engagement, contextualized the critical Uyger-Harris debate, and provided
a metaphorical discourse analysis. These findings answered the four subquestions put forward in
section 2.4. This chapter first provides an integrative answer to the main research question How
did Oppositional Audiences engage with progressive content? In addition, it goes into the significance of
these findings in relation to research on YouTube’s Alternative Community, addressing three
important implications: (1) the medium specificity of this conflict, (2) the concerns around Islam,
and finally (3) YouTube’s alternative status.

5.1

Oppositional Audiences’ Engagement with Progressive Content

This thesis departed from the literature concerning the rise of reactionary content and far-right
radicalization on YouTube, covering three main perspectives: (1) the role of algorithmic
recommendations (Ribeiro et al., 2019), (2) the networking practices of alternative influencers
(Lewis, 2018), and (3) YouTube’s alternative market position (Munger & Phillips, 2019). These
theorizations were integrated with an active audience approach, i.e. users were thought of as negotiating
meaning and sometimes actively participating with the watched content (Schrøder 2018).
Moreover, historical viewing behavior and commenting practices of Oppositional Audiences were
seen as important variables in understanding their engagement on YouTube. Radicalization in itself
is a vastly complex process in which many factors play their role and this thesis only addressed the
Oppositional Audiences’ concerns from 2010 to 2016; and more specifically their engagement
during the culture war period between 2014 and 2016. This thesis does not address how audiences
came to their political ideology, nor does it reveal what other alternative channels these audiences
commented on. Thus, this investigation does neither retain nor reject theorizations concerning
their radicalization process. However, it presents an important fourth component of their political
engagement on YouTube during the rise of alternative influencers that scholars in the field appear
to have overlooked: comments section conflict.
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Up to 2013, TYT audiences mostly discussed the required limited role of the government and
rejected gun control, which are generally considered a progressive political position. A position
that did not align with that of TYT founder Uyger, who was in favor gun control since 2009. These
audiences thus appeared to be drawn to TYT because it served as an alternative space to the
institutional media rather than that they agreed with TYT’s politics. In terms of the hypodermic
needle theory, this indicates that TYT audiences critically engaged with its content on YouTube
and had a particular agenda for watching TYT from the start. This was mostly an expression of
frustration and Tokmetzis et al. (2019a) illustrated such a type of user, who voiced his frustrations
with America’s military interference.
Around 2014, it became clear that audiences no longer gathered in TYT’s comments sections to
discuss the role of the government but to discuss identity politics and political correctness.
Concerns moved towards movements such as Black Lives Matter, which was deemed to be an
inherently racist organization and a symbol of identity politics as it claimed that race should be the
lens through which police brutality has to be viewed. Moreover, videos concerning Muslims
and/or Islam received much attention as a sign of the apparent contradictions in the progressive
view between liberal values and the restrained doctrine of Islam; issues that reactionary and farright influencers addressed to mobilize audiences (Lewis, 2018). Moreover, it was TYT itself that
became the object of critique. Their news coverage was deemed as race-baiting: exploiting race for
sensational and monetary reasons; in vernacular terms ‘feels over reals’ (feels over reals, 2017).
Along with these anti-left-wing concerns, one can see a particular culture war vernacular used by
the alt-right being mobilized in the comments sections.
Beyond trolls and haters, previously progressive audiences claimed to have changed their position
and unsubscribed from the TYT channel because of such culture war issues. At the same time,
however, these audiences remained commenting on the channel to show others the various
problems with the type of content that TYT was putting out. For instance, one of the commenters
in the findings mentions that after the Uyger-Harris debate s/he became a “huge fan of Sam
[Harris] [and] read all his books and listened to all his talks and [goes to TYT] only [to] hate watch”.
This reveals that such commenters still felt the need to return to TYT; possibly to reaffirm their
position and discuss their reasons with others, and perhaps, convince those reading the comments
to do the same.
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This practice shows audiences themselves also heavily participated in online forms of ‘triggering’
or ‘owning the libs’ in comments sections of TYT. In line with Nagle (2017), YouTube, during
the period of online culture wars, served as a place where cultural and political battles took place
with active audiences engaging in the comments sections. While the findings do not show how
audiences established their ideological convictions in the first place, it discloses that for active
participatory audiences engaging with the opposition was an important part of being on YouTube
around that time. It thus seems to make sense to update theorizations on echo chambers to include
the need for opposition and conflict.
This neglected conflict at the bottom of the videos might be due to the focus of scholars and
journalists on reactionary channels on YouTube rather than the whole alternative community,
which included the major progressive channel The Young Turks. For instance, Roose in The New
York Times claimed that only “a few progressive YouTube channels flourished from 2012 to 2016.
But they were dwarfed by creators on the right, who had developed an intuitive feel for the way
YouTube’s platform worked and were better able to tap into an emerging wave of right-wing
populism” (2019, n.p.). While reactionary and far-right influencers might have been able to tap
into a wave of right-wing populism in line with Munger and Phillips’ (2019) pre-existing demand
notion, The Young Turks was not ‘dwarfed’ and had a ‘feel for the platform’ since 2005, and an
online war style tactic that was similar to reactionary influencers. While theorizing YouTube as a
platform for oppositional ideological communities, Munger and Phillips (2019) also did not
consider TYT and directed their attention towards contemporary progressive collectives such as
BreadTube, leaving out the historical dynamics of YouTube’s Alternative Community.
The lack of attention for the prominent presence of TYT on YouTube has also been claimed by
TYT’s founder, Cenk Uyger. In an interview with Caleb Cain, Uyger argued that this prominent
presence of a progressive channel probably just didn’t fit in with the one-sided narrative of
YouTube as a reactionary platform (The Young Turks, 2019). Another commentator who worked
for TYT, Jimmy Dore, claimed that he was very much aware of how reactionary influencers, such
as the currently popular Steven Crowder (see StevenCrowder, 2017b), would imitate Cenk Uyger
to get the attention of the TYT audience base. Dore concluded that “the person writing the [New
York Times] story obviously didn’t know a lot about YouTube” (The Jimmy Dore Show, 2019).
This critique does not do justice to the nuances of the algorithmic factor and the way that
YouTube’s business model incentivizes the platform to keep audiences watching content.
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However, it does seem that the online culture war between the progressive TYT and reactionary
channels and the engagement of Oppositional Audiences with TYT’s content reveals a much more
socio-political image than the main theorizations about the technological dissemination of content
suggest.

5.2

The Medium is the Metaphor

This thesis has used the comments sections and (dis)likes to reveal socio-political concerns around
the engagement of Oppositional Audiences with The Young Turks. To this end, it has shifted the
focus of alternative influence on YouTube to audience and, consequentially, moved away from,
what Munger and Phillips (2019) argued, a risky technological deterministic stance on algorithms,
and/or hypodermic needles injected by influencers.
There is, however, a very medium specific aspect to the ‘hatewatching’ of TYT, which reveals a
particular aspect of political engagement specific to platforms such as YouTube. Next to the power
of linguistic metaphors, e.g. argument equals war, Neil Postman, following Marshal McLuhan,
famously proclaimed in his book Amusing Ourselves to Death: “the medium is the metaphor”
(Postman, p. 34). That is, one cannot see what is being communicated separately from through which
it is communicated. Hate watching of TYT is a type of engagement that is made possible by the
affordances of comments sections. To illustrate this point, imagine watching a political
commentator on television that directly opposes your beliefs. For the liberal reader: Sean Hannity.
You could then scream at the television that he doesn’t understand how the world works, or, get
worked up about it. However, it seems a waste of (political) energy to shout into the void of a
television in which no one hears you complain.
YouTube, on the other hand, offers its users the ability to watch content that they disagree with
and actually tell others in the community why that is the case and why others should agree. It
creates a dynamic in which audiences read other interpretations on which they can build their own
interpretations. Computer scientists such as Mariconti et al. (2019) have demonstrated how
YouTube videos have become part of raids, collective attacks. While it is difficult to assess the
effectiveness of such raids, it shows that the consumption on YouTube, for those who write and/
or read the comment is a communal experience that should be taken into account when theorizing
political persuasion beyond watching (recommended) videos.
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Next to such coordinated political raids, Reagle (2015), in his book Reading the Comments, argued
that hating and trolling is also simply an effect of the scope of online gatherings and can be traced
back to the theory of Dunbar’s number: “how many relationships humans can maintain given their
complexity” (Regale, p. 18). The idea is that as soon as a particular community passes a certain
threshold, drama and antagonism starts building as the community begins to lose its
connectedness. TYT in their early years – as one of the largest political channels on YouTube –
presumably attracted a vast and eclectic politically oriented audience. As shown in the findings,
prior to identity politics and political correctness, audiences were already drawn to TYT not
because they agreed with their politics, but because the channel offered such audiences a vast
community of other users who are interested in politics on YouTube and provides commenters
with an audience for their opinions and frustrations and allows those who read the comments to
get a sense of the broader political opinion of the news that TYT was covering. The type of
engagement with TYT is thus not only a particular raid against a progressive community, but also
the result of commenters drawn to the channel to discuss various political issues without having a
very fixed political ideology that aligned with TYT.

5.3

Islam as The Apple of Discord

One of the topics that received the most discussion and ‘hate watch’ was Islam. Many audiences,
in line with both popular and academic literature, perceive the Uyger-Harris debate as one of the
essential moments in which progressives seemed to have failed in providing alternative audiences
with the alternative truth they seek on YouTube. Although Harris’ critiques of Islam have been
extensively criticized by religious scholars such as Mohammad Hassan Khalil, e.g. in his 2019 book
Jihad, Radicalism and The New Atheism, he has had a profound impact on the delegitimization of
progressive politics as represented by The Young Turks.16 Other religious scholars such as Stephen
LeDrew (2016) have pointed out the broader connection between the rise of far-right ideology
and the transformation of the New Atheism Movement into a more reactionary and right-wing
direction.

16

In order to situate his study and demonstrate the public perception of Islam, Mohammad Hassan Khalil also uses

the interaction between Sam Harris, Bill Maher and Ben Affleck as an entry point and closure of his book.
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This is not to say that figures such as Sam Harris subscribe to a reactionary ideology, let alone to
that of the far-right. Harris always has identified himself as a liberal: subscribing to most of the
progressive positions held by the democratic party. The high engagement of audiences with videos
related to Islam might thus best be viewed in relation to the broader history of TYT and YouTube’s
skeptic atheist community. As Pihlaja (2014) pointed out, such a community on YouTube is heavily
engaged and thrives on an antagonistic dynamic. Discussions of religion, and especially Islam,
appear underpinned by communal values such as a militant and antagonistic style combined with
appeals to rationality and scientism. In line with Lewis’ (2018), these topics are very popular
amongst active audiences and it is here that far-right actors as Stephan Molyneux were able the
enter into the discourse with a similar style of engagement that appeals to audiences in such a
community.
Understanding the contention around Islam is then crucial when media scholars such as
Kuznetsov and Ismangil (2020) argued for the potential of contemporary progressive collectives
such as BreadTube to ‘deradicalize’ audiences, as it appears to not be solely a partisan issue. The
progressive influencer Contrapoints, for instance, also remarked on Twitter: “I have no sympathy
whatsoever for Islam as a political/ social/ moral belief system” (Contrapoints, 2017). To this
remark, another self-proclaimed progressive political commentator argued: “Attacking Islam is a
cheap ploy to rally Christian/White Supremacists and le rational skeptics!! together into an
amalgam […] It's part of the reason the regressive/alt right cult has gained traction online. Because
these ‘skeptic’ youtubers appeal to bigotry” (Revi, 2017a, 2017b).
The term amalgam here might indeed best capture the intricate nature of the wide variety of
audiences that generally uphold the values of rational debate and see identity politics and political
correctness as an inherent threat to achieve such conversations. The metaphorical language that
audience engaging with the Uyger-Harris debate employed make the militant rationalism apparent.
In this community feelings are perceived as weakness and principals such as rationality, truth, and
facts are crucial in destroying the opponent. Audiences very much thrive on the type of
bloodsports that Lewis (2018) described and strengthened such a debate due to their war
metaphors. Therefore, rather than using labels such as ‘radicalizes’ and ‘deradicalizes’ it seems
more productive to study the overall dynamics of YouTube’s style of engagement and the intricate
nature in which certain topics, e.g. Islam, have a broader history that are not easily categorized as
progressive or reactionary.
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5.4

The Enemy of my Enemy

Keeping with the contemporary situation on YouTube radicalization, the online video platform is
currently in the process of changing its public image and becoming more “advertiser-friendly”
(Alexander, 2020, n.p.). While many have critiqued the position of YouTube concerning far-right
thought, it seems just as relevant to ask what political position YouTube takes by demonetizing
and deplatforming specific channels.
While most would agree on the ethics of removing far-right actors, it is not always clear where that
line should be drawn. Part of (academic) scrutiny of YouTube’s role in the public discourse is not
only to argue for restriction, but also critically asses such restrictions. As Munger and Phillips
(2019) have argued, researchers need to be self-reflexive and think about what (political) norms
are inherent in their research. Both sides of the political debate on YouTube see legacy media and
institutionalization as the enemy. Any attempts of legacy media and/or political institutions to
address YouTube’s Alternative Community is approached with a high level of skepticism. Caleb
Cain argued that – even after having fallen down a rabbit hole of far-right content – “for all its
problems YouTube is still the place where political battles are fought and won” (Roose, 2019). He
did not read nor engage with legacy media and their interference in this place is seen by the
community as a threat to their discourse.
For instance, the hosts on TYT revealed that they do not have as much problem with reactionary
influencers on YouTube as they have with the misreporting by mainstream media outlets and
scholars that appear to call for censorship. For instance, Jimmy Dore was highly skeptical of The
New York Times article of Caleb Cain and in an interview with Cain he let his (progressive)
audience know what the real problem is with radicalization (The Jimmy Dore Show, 2019).
Again, the biggest conspiracy theories and the most damaging conspiracy theories appear on
the front page of The New York Times and The Washington Post and are shouted at the top
of their lungs by MSNBC […] We now spent 1.2 trillion dollars keeping ourselves save, every
year, in a country where people don’t have health care. So, if you want to end radicalization
of right-wingers on YouTube why don’t you give them healthcare and a decent fucking job
[…] They’re not going to tell you that on CNN, they’re not going to tell you that in the
Washington Times or The New York Post. But we will tell you that on YouTube and that’s
why they want to scare everybody away from YouTube. And to use your [Caleb Cain] story
to manipulate the narrative – and right now the problem isn’t too many ideas […]
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In 2008 Obama promised hope and change, in 2016 people voted for Donald Trump because
he was offering hope and change, and his opponent wasn’t […] And they don’t want to talk
about that, they want to blame it on a fucking algorithm on YouTube! Our system is crashing
right now, 80 percent of workers live paycheck to paycheck and that’s not because of fucking
YouTube; that is because the people who control shit don’t give a fuck about you!

Any intervention on the platform such as demonetization and deplatforming, as Van Dijck (2013)
pointed out, is seen as a fundamental breach of what YouTube stands for. While TYT had – and
still has – the ability to delete specific comments or disable the comments sections all together, it
appears that the channel leaves much of the hateful comments visible under their videos and let
audiences, critics and trolls ventilate their opinion despite the vast negative sentiment on some
videos. For all its partisan conflict, it thus appears that progressive channels such as TYT agree
that YouTube should remain a place for the free exchange of ideas and that YouTube is the place
to have conversations that legacy media outlets are not willing to have. From the perspective of
both the audience and the influencers, YouTube’s Alternative Community has a long history of
deeply rooted anti-establishment sentiment that is not easily categorized under reactionary and/or
progressive and such a dichotomy might even miss the overall politics of YouTube as a platform
that thrives on opposition to legacy media and political institutions. To close with Van Dijck’s
(2013, p. 111) quote about YouTubers: they are “anything but complacent dudes.”
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6. Future Research
This thesis provided a rigorous investigation of commenting practices by Oppositional Audiences:
reactionary audiences commenting on progressive content. It reveals that between 2014 and 2016
they have been actively participating in an online culture war by debating, mocking, and ridiculing
The Young Turks. As discussed in section 3.7, the aggregation of an amalgam of users critical of
TYT as reactionary served to map the broad scope of an online culture war. Such a vast picture calls
for nuancing distinctions within this group of users and the various topics they discuss. Following
Munger and Phillips (2019), this thesis provided a solid foundation for follow-up research. This
chapter presents two directions of future research endeavors that might create refreshing
additional insights into the online culture war dynamics: (1) disclosing sentiments and (2) locating
oppositional communities.

6.1

Disclosing Sentiments

This thesis revealed that the online culture war on YouTube started around 2014 with concerns
around Islam and reached a peak with the 2016 U.S. elections and the role of presidential candidate
Trump. While many audiences claimed that Islam was a serious concern that made them question
the rationality of progressive discourse, discussions around Trump appeared to be more
sensationalist in nature. Although sentiment analysis has its limitations to Kozinets (2020), future
research might go into users’ connotations concerning such topics using sophisticated sentiment
analysis software tools such as LIWC to map how audiences feel about specific concerns. As an
illustration, Figure 19 presents an overview of the culture war issues disclosed in section 4.1
employing LIWC sentiment concepts ‘authenticity’ and ‘tone’ (Pennebaker et al., 2015). A high
score on authenticity is associated with a more honest, personal, and disclosing text; lower numbers
suggest a more guarded, distanced form of discourse. A high score on tone scales is associated with
a more positive, upbeat style; a low number reveals greater anxiety, sadness, or hostility (Partch &
Dykeman, 2019).
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Authenticity and Tone in Oppositional Audience Comments between 2014 and 2016

Focusing on the comments mentioning Trump and Muslim, Figure 19 preliminarily indicates that
‘Trump’ was discussed in a guarded, distant form of discourse with a positive upbeat tone by the
Oppositional Audiences between 2014 and 2016. In contrast, ‘Muslim’ was discussed in an honest,
personal, and disclosing style with a high tone of anxiety, sadness, or hostility. To sense this
distinction, Quote 7 juxtaposes two typical comments concerning ‘Trump’ and ‘Muslim’ found in
the Tokmetzis et al. dataset employed by this thesis.

“TRUMP/ARPAIO 2016!!!!!!!!! BUILD THE WALL!!!!!!!!!! WE'RE A NATION OF
EUROPEAN ROOTS. KEEP THOSE ROACHES IN THE SOUTH” (2016-01-26)
“TYT is dangerous propaganda. I mean that totally serious. What is happening now in Europe
(especially Austria, Germany and Sweden) is really scary. 600,000 so called refugees are 'just
lost' in Germany. Not registered at their arrival and not in a refugee centre or anything. Yet
when people begin to be concerned about this you call them bigots, racist, islamophobes etc. I
can assure you out of my own experience with these people, a lot of them (my own guess about
50%, can back that up with some studies also) are not at all integrated in European society. And
yes, that is mainly because of islam…” (2016-01-31).
Quote 7. Typical Comments concerning Muslim and Trump
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Quote 7 highlights that sentiment analysis software might be productive in further distinguishing
the concerns that are taken serious enough by audiences to move away from a progressive type of
discourse that fails to account for perceived political dishonesty and concerns that are generally
part of inauthentic trolling raids of supporters of political candidates.

6.2

Locating Oppositional Communities

This thesis found that within YouTube’s alternative community there are very media-savvy
audiences with knowledge about the broader community and who appear self-reflective about
their engagement on YouTube. Taking advantage of the vast amount of data gathered by
Tokmetzis et al. (2019b), another research direction to differentiate YouTube’s alternative
community is by looking at other channels these audiences follow and how they talk about other
channels. Figure 20 presents a preliminary map of the comments on other YouTube channels
mentioning either ‘The Young Turks, ‘TYT,’ and/or ‘The Young Turds’ between 2010 and 2018.

Figure 20.

YouTube comments on ‘The Young Turks,’ ‘TYT,’ and ‘The Young Turds’ (2008-2018)
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Figure 20 preliminarily indicates a split between progressive channels at the top such as Secular
Talk and David Pakman Show, and reactionary channels at the bottom as Sargon of Akkad and
Thunderf00t. Progressive leaning audiences commenting on The David Pakman Show appear to
contrast the value of this progressive discourse with that of TYT. One illustrative comment was:
“The David Packman show is so much better than The Young Turks” (2014-01-04). Such a
sentiment then highlights progressives moving to other channels that present a ‘better’ account of
the issues from a progressive perspective. On the other end of the spectrum, reactionary audiences
appear to discuss various ways in which they can ridicule and mock TYT. One commenter wrote
in a comment on the channel of Sargon of Akkad: “Help me troll TYT and change the world”
(2017-05-31). Such statements can then locate audiences of Sargon of Akkad who moved to TYT
and theorize ideological conflict.
The abovementioned approaches require appropriate methodological tools. While Rieder’s (2015)
‘YouTube Data Tools’ is very powerful for video analysis it does not allow for vast crosscomments sections analyses nor provides text-analysis software. This thesis has benefitted from
the work of Sal Hagen and Stijn Peeters who have done valuable work by creating tools such as
‘4CAT: Capture and Analysis Toolkit’ for humanities scholars to empirically investigate the
commenting practices of online (sub)cultures from various platforms with a plethora of
computational methods. YouTube is not (yet) one of them but based on the role of comments
sections in the culture war should be considered for more text-based approaches.
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7. Concluding Remarks
This thesis has emphasized YouTube’s alternative community as a ground for online culture wars, a
space for conflict between progressives and reactionaries, as well as a shared opposition towards
perceived mainstream media outlets. Cultural and political developments around 2014 mobilized
both influencers and audiences to actively debate, ridicule, and mock perceived oppositional
content in a militant style that is in line with YouTube’s history as an online space for alternative
communities.
Looking at the political history of YouTube, one crucial factor of the socio-political mobilization
of conflict appears to be U.S. presidential elections. These elections tend to coincide with certain
paradigm shifts on the platform. During the late years of the Bush administration, The Young
Turks was able to present themselves as an oppositional movement and voiced progressive hope
during the 2008 election of Barack Obama. As revealed in this thesis, leading up to the 2016
election, The Young Turks then became the main target of critique for their perceived alignment
with the establishment and progressive hypocrisy. Since the 2016 election, on the supply side
commentators such as Contrapoints have responded extensively to the anti-SJW (social justice
warrior) period on YouTube and presented a new progressive voice. On the demand part,
previously reactionary audiences such as Caleb Cain rethought their political orientation on the
platform. The 2020 U.S. election, in which Democratic candidate Joe Biden takes on current
president Donald Trump, can be expected to provide another important moment in which political
narratives will be constructed and audiences will find themselves in a position to prepare alternative
media diets. This election thus provides an excellent opportunity to update methodological
approaches and conceptualizations around the engagement on YouTube by taking into
consideration affordances such as livestreaming political debates. Such efforts are crucial to expand
our mapping practice of YouTube’s alternative community going through the motions of
opposition and conflict.
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